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SPORTS

Bridge work at mercy of weather
Pitino's Cats
ranked No. 1
to start 1995
Page 6

By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Weather conditions will decide
if the Bee Creek bridge will be
opened this year, according to
officials.
Temperatures higher than 45
degrees and dry weather are all
that stand in the way of the project being completed.
The bridge, located on North
Fourth Street, was closed last
spring because its age and design
had rendered the structure unsafe.
The project is currently 15 weeks
overdue.

Officials said if paving is not
completed soon, it could be next
spring before the bridge will be
opened to traffic (one year after
construction began).
According to Jim Graves of the
Kentucky Department of Highways. Nov. 15 is supposed to be
the last day to pave roads across
the state.
Graves is branch manager of
transportation engineering for the
state.
"That date is set based on normal weather constraints. We can
pave after the 15th depending on

the weather," Graves said.
Temperatures cause structures
to expand and contract. If the
bridge is paved when it's cold, it
will crack when the weather turns
warm and the structure expands.
"We don't really have much to
do with this (project)," said
Butch Seargent, director of planning and engineering for the city.
"This is a state road and a state
project. Every time we call (the
state), we're told it will be finished in a couple of weeks."
The state informed the city last
March that construction was to

begin within 30 days and would
be completed by late August.
Construction didn't actually
start until late April or May.
"They were about 30 days
behind in starting the project
which put everybody about a
month or two behind," Seargent
said.
"We ran into a couple of snags
along the way," Graves said."We
had problems with the substructure which caused a delay. Now
all we're waiting on is the dirt
work to be completed before we
can start paving."

The dirt and paving work is
subcontracted to Emerine Construction Company Inc. of Murray which started work on the
bridge in mid-October.
"Depending on the weather, we
could have the dirt and paving
work completed within three to
three-and-a-half weeks.," owner
Ralph Emerine said. "We're giving this project top priority over
all others."
Official Government Weather
Observer John Ed Scott said CalII See Page 14

Citizens' group
deliberates on
Local post
office open settlement offer
LOCAL

A federal shutdown of government agencies will not
impact Murray's Post Office.
According to Postmaster Mark
Kennedy, his office will still operate its regular routes and office
hours. Any delay in mail service
Monday was because of double
loads of mail from Saturday's federal holiday — Veteran's Day.
Also, TVA's Land Between
the Lakes will continue to operate through Friday despite the
shutdown. TVA's Resource Group
has sufficient funds to keep LBL
open until that time. TVA is evaluating the financial situation to
determine whether LBL can
remain open beyond that deadline.

Patton names
Babbage to post
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Six months ago, they opposed
each other for the Democratic
gubernatorial nomination. Now,
Gov.-elect Paul Patton wants
Secretary of State Bob Babbage to run the Kentucky
Democratic Party.
In announcing .his selection
Monday, Patton said Babbage
was the perfect person to take
over this part of the party leadership on a long-term basis."
Babbage, 44, will succeed
interim chairman Terry McBrayer after the formality of being
approved by the party's state
central committee.
McBrayer took the post in
June at Patton's request and
helped engineer a sweep by
the party's entire ticket in last
week's general election.
McBrayer. who pas been a
fixture of Democratic politics for
more than 20 years.

WEATHER
Tonight...Variable cloudiness. Low in the upper 20s.
Light and variable wind.
Wednesday...Becoming
mostly sunny. High 40 to 45.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY....358.0,unc/52
358.0,unc154*
BARKLEY
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Judge will
hear motion
to dismiss
countersuit
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
A citizens' group plans to consider an offer from the Calloway
County Fiscal Court to settle a
lawsuit that has raged between
the two since late March.

nate it lightly."
At the fiscal court meeting last
week, Mrgistrate Dan Miller
proposed that the court drop its
countersuit against the group with
the stipulation that the citizens'
group drop the original suit.
Under the settlement proposed
by the fiscal court, both sides
would absorb their own attorneys' fees and neither side would
admit liability if a settlement can
be reached.
This is not the first time that a
settlement has been discussed
between the two groups. In May,
the citizens' group presented the
court with a list of stipulations
contained in a proposal sent by
Medlin.

NATIONAL EDUCATION WEEK

"We directed our attorney to
answer in the form of a letter,"
After reviewing that offer, the
said Kathy Lyons, publicist for
the Calloway County Association magistrates rejected it, stating
of Concerned Citizens. "The that several of the points were
susbstance will be that we want not in the best interests of the
to take time to consider it (the county.
One day after the court voted
settlement offer). We didn't enter
into it (the lawsuit) lightly and
we don't think we should termi- • See Page 2

A visit anytime to Murray 4-1181‘ School can show
a valid,4aicievities• Clockavisa from abOWII
3eremy *mower puts a computer Atm* or.
vstine jam.Sarah Fender fookeites her
rules of punctuation. Anna Rapert
and Wilma aoldhammer, work toeether in the
-library stacks. Sarah Snyder and Amberly Vance
wait before Monday's assembly that announced
Mr. and Miss MIAS and senior smper6tives.

Engineering Flap

CHE action
still unclear

BERNARD KANE\
LEDGER & TIMES PHOTOS

By AMY WILSON
current arrangement between
Staff Writer
MSU and the University of
In spite of reports that the Louisville.
"Students would be able to
Council on Higher Education
may have been unclear in its pursue the first two years of the
actions Monday regarding the program at either Paducah Comengineering education issue, Mur- munity College or MSU," he
ray State University President Dr. said. "The third year of the progKern Alexander said the decision ram would be articulated between
MSU and the University of Kenis clear to him.
"We say the CHE has made a tucky leveraging the MSU engidecision and we agree to abide by neering physics courses offered
it," Alexander said. "It is clear to on-site in Paducah."
Then, students would be able
us what has been said — it is an
to attend either UK or U of L
expensive decision."
To settle the engineering issue, with forgiveable loans to cover
Alexander had recommended a that final year.
3+1 model that would follow the II See Page 2

Student's mentorship leads to life-saving action
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
Rather than sitting in a classroom all day learning about interpersonal skills from a book. Chris
Thorn is practicing what he has
learned through a business
mentorship.
"I've been at Coast-to-Coast
for about two months," Thorn
said. "I help everybody and run
the cash register. I like being able
to learn on the job."
Thorn, a sophomore at Cello-

way County High School, said
his mentorship has helped him to
learn respect and improve his
math skills.
But that is not all he has
accomplished.
A few weeks ago, Thorn and
assistant manager Jeremy Pritchard were on break when a potentially life-threatening situation
occurred.
According to Sandy Scott, coowner of Coast-to-Coast, Pritchard was eating a roast beef sand-

wich when a customer struck her
head in and asked a question.
"Jeremy opened his mouth to
answer the question and he got a
piece of sandwich lodged in his
throat," Scott said.
"I couldn't breathe," Pritchard
said. "I tried to swallow it and I
couldn't."
Once Thorn saw what was happening, he got behind Pritchard
and did the Heimlich maneuver
which dislodged the sandwich.
"I was glad he was back
there," Pritchard said. "It gives

you a whole new perspective on
life and you see things differently. He said he learned it off
television."
Thorn said he wasn't really
aware of what was going on at
the time.
"I would have expected it more
out of someone who is older."
Pritchard said. "Chris is a pretty
nice guy."
Through a new progr.am for
special education students at
CCHS, students like Thorn are
able to interact with the commun-

ity while learning valuable job
skills.
"We began the program
bçcausc of a need to see our stuget an early start in the
community." said Becky Miller,
CCHS teacher. "We have seen a
great need for our students to be
more community connected."
Although CCHS currently has
an alternative education program
that includes a mentorship coonII See Peg* 2
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Much of government shuts down despite talks

•

1

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hundreds of thousands of federal
workers were sent home today as
the budget deadlock between
President Clinton and the Republican Congress forced much of
the government to shut down.
Neither side sounded ready to
budge as they arranged another
negotiating session at the Capitol.
Republicans insisted Clinton sign
on to their goal of balancing the
budget in seven years.
"Everything else is ancillary,"
said Rep. Bob Livingston, R-La.,
chairman of the hppropriations
Committee.
Budget Director Alice Rivlin
directed the heads of departments
and agencies to "implement the
closedown of affected operations
promptly and in an orderly
manner."
"All of us hope it isn't closed
for very long," she said.
The last time a budget fight

forced the government to shut
down was 1990. It occurred on a
holiday and lasted only one day.
Shutdown or not, the mail was
delivered, the Coast Guard
patrolled, Bosnia peace negotiations went on at Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base in Ohio, air traffic controllers were on duty and
VA doctors saw their patients.
Only non-essential workers were
furloughed.
But much government activity
halted. Medical research at the
National Institutes of Health was
interrupted, passport offices
closed and there was no one to
process new applications for
Social Security.
"It was kind of a waste of time
coming in," said Barbara Duffitt,
who handles mail for HUD Secretary Henry Cisneros, one of the
thousands designated nonessential.
Some federal workers volun-

Leered to stay on the job, but the
Justice Department said no, citing
liability problems.
Hardest hit was the nation's
capital, where about 150,000
government workers were told to
go home. But the shutdown hit
across the country.
The Martin Luther King Jr.
Historic Site in Atlanta, which is
operated by the National Park
Service, kept is doors closed and
sent about 25 of its 30 employees
home.
Some federal workers didn't
know whether to go or stay.
Museums operated in Washington
by the Smithsonian Institution
opened as usual, but then
announced they would close at
noon.
The National Gallery of Art
said it would have to turn away
4,000 to 5,000 visitors with tickets to see its show of the work of
Johannes Vermeer, the biggest

exhibit of the Dutch master's
work in 300 years.
Rivlin and White House staff
chief Leon Panetta were going to
Capitol Hill for another session
with congressional leaders.
"There doesn't seem to be
much reason, based on the meeting last night or the discussions
today, to be overly optimist,"
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry said.
Each side insisted the other
would have to compromise to
break the impasse. There was no
indication that Congress would
approve a temporary spending
resolution to keep the government operating.
"The real question is whether
they're prepared to back off a
little bit," Panetta said of the
Republicans.
— Quite frankly, I'm discouraged," said House Majority
Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas.

"The president has threatened to
veto everything we've sent up
there."
"The question is how do we
get an agreement?" asked House
Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.
Following midnight talks at the
White House as spending authority for the government ran out, the
major sticking point appeared to
be a provision in an emergency
spending bill that would raise
Medicare premiums.
Rivlin directed all federal
employees to report to work as
usual. But the expectation was
that about 800,000 workers —40
percent of the federal work force
— would be sent home later in
the day.
Other government workers
were kept on the job, deemed
essential for the public health,
safety or defense.
Both sides said they hoped any
shutdown wouldn't last more
than a day or so.

•Mentorship...
instructional material to their
interests and we try to stay away
from traditional materials," Darnell said. "We use real-life
activities."
After almost four months with
the program, both teachers said
they can see a difference in their
students.
"They're walking a little taller," Darnell said. "One parent
said her son couldn't do a mentorship until he passed his driver's test. He worked hard and
passed the test and now his mom
is ready for him to do bigger and
better things.
"If they can work during the
students are willing to take
day,
CHRIS THORN
on more and more assignments,"
to match students with their she said. "We are seeing more
smiles."
interests."
In order to evaluate the progSo far, students have been
ram,
the teachers conducted a
as
such
businesses
at
placed
Parker Ford, Westview Nursing parent survey.
"I've never had so many peoHome, Mitchell Paving, Marvin
Lassiter Farms and the Center for ple who were complimentary and
supportive," Miller said. "That's
Accessible Living.
"Sometimes there is some con- when you know you are doing the
fusion in the community about right thing. We have constant
not understanding the program," contact with the employers and
Miller said. "The purpose is to we try to visit each one at least
allow the students to pick up job once a week."
Darnell said the feedback from
skills and we tie in the academics
kids
to the job. We have nine
who will be surveying the school
campus to determine where they
would put a new parking lot."
All Natural T-LITF
Many of Kentucky's schools
with Chromium Pico//hate
are trying new programs in an
FROM PAGE 1
— Medicine Shoppe
effort to meet students' needs.
200 N. 12th St. • Murray, KY
"We are trying to gear the on the Nov. 9 proposal, Mark
Medlin, attorney for the citizens'
group, filed a motion to dismiss
the countersuit.
•
The citizens' group had filed
suit because it alleges that the fiscal court has violated the Kentucky Open Meetings Law in
connection with decisions pertaining to the building of a new
county jail.
The fiscal court filed a countersuit in June seeking monetary
reimbursement for delays in the
jail project caused by the citizens' lawsuit.
According to the counterclaim,
prior to the lawsuit filed by the
association, the fiscal court had
begun. the process for the conAnnounces the opening ofherpractice
structing and financing of a new
detention facility and was on
Medical Arts Building
schedule to begin construction in
April.
Suite 203E
The counterclaim argues that
300 South Eighth Street
as a direct result of the lawsuit,
Murray, Ky.42071
the fiscal court was forced to
postpone the project until a decision was rendered regarding the
For appointments call

'minutes of instruction for six perFROM PAGE 1
ponent, that program is not iods a day.
"We have a two three-hour
equipped to work with special
schedule with interdiscipblock
education students.
Miller said."We
teaching,"
linary
"To put a job application in
and we either
teaching
team
are
their hands pulls out the math and
an afternoon
or
morning
a
have
Miller
skills,"
communication
will either
students
The
schedule.
said. "It has to be real-life stuff
vocational
with
that
follow
for them — something touchable.
school curriIt is one thing to ask them to fill school, regular high
out a job application in class. It is culum or a mentorship."
Miller described the program
another thing to actually turn one
as a "school within a school"
in.,,
because it is different from the
The program, which began
traditional classroom experience.
Aug. 17, is administered by Mill"These students are at high risk
er and fellow teacher Karen Darnell. Currently, there are 32 stu- of dropping out," Darnell said.
dents enrolled with 22 of them "Our students had been lining up
outside Marilyn Willis' door
involved in mentorships.
wanting to get into her program."
"We've had several students
Willis is the coordinator of the
who have dropped out in the past
who have asked to come back alternative education program.
"She has helped us quite a bit,"
since we have started this progsaid.
Darnell
ram," Miller said.
One of the key components of
The program is built around a
restructured schedule, which is a the program is the involvement of
change from the traditional 55 the parents.
"Many times the mentorships
evolve from the parents' wishes,"
Miller said. "We provide the
flexibility within the academic
schedule for job training. We try

•

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY

LOSE Vg 10 LBS.
IN 3 DAYS!

Pick 3
6-6-6
Pick 4..
3-7-3-6
Cash 5
14-23-30-32-33

Sponsored by:

Shell

the employers is important
because it gives the teachers
ideas about skills that can be
worked on in the classroom.
"We're concerned about the
transition from graduation to the
workforce and this is the best
way we can see to facilitate that
move," Darnell said. "We can
look at a student and tell him not
to blow the opportunity and he
understands."
While the students gain a variety of benefits through the program, it also helps the teachers.
"After 17 years of teaching, I
feel invigorated," Miller said.
"This involves the parents, teachers, students and community.
There is life outside the classroom and I think the high school
is the place to do this."
Both Miller and Darnell agree
that what keeps the program
together is the cooperation among
all who are involved.
"Our spare time is spent planning, problem solving and handling phone calls," Darnell said.
"The parents have our home
phone numbers and we all work
closely together. The business
community has adopted us. It is
well worth it."

II Group...

Elizabeth Alexander, M.D.
Medicine for
infants,children & young adults

validity of the ordinances and
financial plan. That approval was
given June 19.
In his motion filed Nov. 10,
Medlin is requesting that the
countersuit be dismissed because
it fails to say what the citizens
have done to harm the court or
how the citizens have caused
delays in the building of the jail.
"...Its only allegation of
wrongdoing against the plaintiffs
(the citizens' group) is that they
filed the pending lawsuit," Medlin said in his motion.
Furthermore, Medlin alleges
that the countersuit is a SLAPP
suit (strategic lawsuit against
public participation).
"Retaliation lawsuits filed by
or on behalf of government officials against private citizens for
the purpose of denying them their
day in court are unconstitutional," Medlin said in his motion.
The motion is scheduled to be
heard at 11 a.m. Nov. 20 in
Graves County Circuit.,Court.
Paul Hayes, attorney for the
fiscal court, declined to comment
on Medlin's motion.

Commodities
to be distributed
Commodities will be distributed on Thursday, Nov. 16,
front 8 Lrn. to 3:30 p.m. at the
Calloway County Road Department on East Sycamore.
Baskets or other carrying containers should be brought any011e picking up commodities for
another person must have a note
signed by that person.
•

S

• •

The USDA Emergency Food
Assistance Program is available
to all eligible recipients regardless of race, color, national Origin, age, sex or handicap.

Applications
available for
fruit baskets
By JO BURKEEN
Staff Writer
Applications for the annual
Christmas fruit baskets by
Murray-Calloway County Need
Line Association will be Thursday and Friday from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. at the Need Line office,
located on bottom floor of Weaks
Community Center.
Kathie Gentry, executive director, said each one signing up for
a basket must bring proof of
income, food stamp card if
receiving food stamps, and if
unemployed bring a statement
from an unemployment agency as
being registered as unemployed.
The Christmas food baskets
will be distributed on Dec. 20
and 21.
Gentry in her report to the
Need Line Board on Monday said
The Salvation Army will be paying for the meat for the baskets
this year. Also many churches,
organizations and individuals are
helping with other items needed
for the baskets. Donations of
food items and money will be
appreciated, Gentry said.

Accident sends
five to MCCH
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
A three-car accident south of
Murray on Highway 641 Monday
sent five people to the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
According to MCCH spokesman Craig Arnold, Joseph Homer, 37, Murray; Mary Dye, 20,
McKenzie, Tenn.; George Lewis,
41, Murray and Christine Brewer,
20, Paris were all treated and
released for minor injuries.
Carla Brandstetter, 22, Murray,
was kept overnight for observation of closed head injuries. She
is expected to be released sometime Tuesday, Arnold said.
According to a Kentucky State
Police report, the three vehicles
driven by Brandstetter, Homer
and Dye were northbound -on
641.
Homer and Dye had stopped
while waiting on another vehicle
to turn left onto a side road.
When Brandstetter's vehicle tried
to stop, it partially left the road.
Reports said Brandstetter's
vehicle was sideways when it
struck Homer's vehicle which
caused his vehicle to strike Dye's
vehicle.
Lewis and Brewer were both
passengers in Homer's vehicle.
The accident occurred around
6:13 p.m., 200 feet south of the
Murray city limits. The accident
is under investigation.

502-753-9723

•CHE...
Rcentlyjoining the staff of Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
(
Dr. Alexander is concerned with the growth and development ofchildren
as well as providing treatment for childhood and young adult illnesses.
Dr. Alexander is a graduate of Centre College in Danville, Ky.She
earned her medical degree from the University of Louisville's School
of Medicine and completed her residency at Childrens' Medical
Center and Parkland Hospital in Dallas. She was on the teaching staff
at the University of Texas,and the University of Louisville prior to
entering private practice and remains on the adjunct faculty.
To schedule an appointment,call(502)753-9723.

Elizabeth Alexander, M.D.
„.

.„.

Infants• Children • Young Adults
Medical Arts Building ,
300 South Eighth St., Suite 203E
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-9723

"
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fiedithfare
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MURRAY
CALLOVVAY
COUNTY
HOSPITAL

FROM PAGE 1
"The 3+1 option we suggested
was rejected," Alexander said.
"We want to convey that we will
cooperate."
Although the council did not
authorize the construction of a
building, the CHE said there
would be two engineering programs in Paducah.
"The council emphasized that
the programs would not be freestanding," Alexander said. "MSU
is required to offer half of the
upper division courses and if
PCC has any deficiencies in the
freshman and sophomore courses,
we are authorized to teach those."
Alexander emphasized that the
council's action strongly reaffirms MSU's extended campus
program and regional
involvement.
While MSU has taken its
stance regarding the CHE's
action, not everyone agrees what
was said.
People involved in the con-

troversy disagreed on whether the
guidelines were an endorsement
of construction of a new building
for PCC. Local interests have
pledged $8 million for a building.
"What they said was the facility should be built," said PCC
President Len O'Hara.
David Porter, finance committee chairman of the council, said
the guidelines are not an endorsement of a new building. And
council Chairman James Miller
said, "I don't really care."
Miller and council members
said they did not believe they had
the authority to order a
resolution.
"If the General Assembly and
the governor want to get into this
issue, what we have proposed are
the guidelines by which this
motion contemplates they would
do so," Miller said. "The motion
does not contemplate any resolution of the problems that exist in
west Kentucky outside the limits
of these guidelines."
O'Hara said the message was

to cooperate. "It's going to make
us go to the table," he said.
But earlier and repeated messages to work things out have
been unsuccessful. The two
schools missed a deadline just
last week to bring a compromise
to the council.
"I don't think we got a clearcut policy decision," said Rep.
Joe Barrows, D-Versailles, chairman of the House budget review
subcommittee on education, who
attended the meeting.

"MEM

Patton has tried to keep his distance from the controversy, saying it should be resolved by the
two universities or the council.
But unless something is resolved
before then, Patton will have to
effectively choose sides in January when he makes budget
recommendations for the coming
two years.
Information also provided by
the Associated Press.
t
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'Where there is no vision. the people perish.'
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FROM OUR READERS
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Reader corrects earlier letter

s4
:e,
ks

Dear Editor:
While reading Mr. Henry Buchanan's letter to the Editor November
6th, I found his comments on tobacco interesting.
One statement in his letter,"...at the Dutch Essenhaus, the only
restaurant in town that protects it's customers from the hazards of
breathing smoke while they eat..."was incorrect.
My information is that Nature's Bounty in the Dixieland Center
opened a smoke free environment before the Dwell Essenhaus.
William "Bill" Bailey
1705 Wells Blvd.
Murray, KY, 42071
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Our national debt put in perspective

4

Dear Editor:
Let's try to establish a situation on a personal basis that would be
analagous to the present debt the U.S. government owes.That is, the debt
you and I owe.
Let's say I go to my local banker and borrow a considerable sum of
money.The debt is due and payable at the end of the first year. I go to him
and say "Mr. Banker 1 can't pay the principle but I know where I can
borrow the money to pay the interest. Or maybe I will just dip into a trust
fund that has been established for my children.Please Mr.Banker extend
the term of my debt.
The banker agrees and this goes on for years. Fact is, in the interim,
Mr. Banker has loaned me more money to add to my debt burden.Finally
after several years Mr. Banker says, "We've got to do something about
this, you must clear this debt." In fact sir, this bank will go belly up if we
don't stop this, Pay Up!" Unsound banking practice you say? Sure
enough, but I decide to be honest and pay my debt. Got to sacrifice but I
will pay it. I've made arrangements to pay the debt over a period of years.
I sure don't want to leave this enormous debt to my children &
grandchildren.
Is this a fair analogy of our present dilemma? Here we are trying to
convince the electorate that our national debt must be paid. Some
sacrificing is necessary. What do we hear from the minority party? You
will starve our children, deny old folks medical attention, deny college
age students an education,take money from the poor and give to the rich
and even sell the lakes. This is part of what has become known as "The
Big Lie."
Mankind basically is selfish. We live in a "survival of the fittest"
mode. So long as we maintain the "It's free, give me something for
nothing" attitude we will not pay our debt.
My friends, we owe $5,000,000,000,000. Five Trillion! If you have
trouble,as I do,grasping the enormity of the figure hear this. Dollar Bills
stacked on top of each other would reach to the moon and almost back to
the earth again. Quarterly interest of $50,000,000,000 is due and we
don't have it. What to do?
Borrow it, naturally, or just maybe dip into the Social Security &
Retirement Funds.
Tom Meacham
1585 Mockingbird, Murray, KY. 42071

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The Courier-Journal
Peppers, cucumbers and tomatoes: Kentucky tobacco
farmers
think health concerns and overseas production are
the greatest
threats to their security, but peppers, cucumbers and
tomatoes play
a role, too.
How can that be? Inevitably, when anyone suggests tobacco
farmers need to diversify, you hear stories of folks who have
tried to
grow these crops and have failed.
Marshall Coyle of the Kentucky Farm Bureau resurrected one
of
the stories this week.
"I remember a company that bought peppers from farmers
for
about 10 years and then one night left town," he said. "A
lot of
people got burned."
The stories vary according to the crop, but the message is always
the same: Nothing can replace tobacco. No crop is as dependable.
Never mind that tobacco doesn't seem all that dependable, either.
Last year, the value of the tobacco produced in Kentucky was $841
million — down from $I billion in years past. This year, quotas
were reduced so only about $680 million worth of tobacco is being
grown.
The good news, a recent study funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation showed, is that the peppers-cucumbers-tomatoes
scare doesn't seem to be inhibiting farmers under age 45. They're
searching for ways to diversify their farms.
What they say they need is basic economic development investment: in processing facilities, farmers' markets and low-interest
loans. Almost certainly, the funding would have to come from a tax
increase on tobacco.
Farmers, of course, have fought that for a long time. That should
change as more have the courage to look forward instead of being
paralyzed by vegetable nightmares of the past.

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be signal by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification is necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters must not be
more than 500 words. Letters should be typewritten and double-spaced
if possible. We reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and to
limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger

& 'Mau, P.0, Sax 1040, Moray. KY 42071.

I will never forget the first time I
saw Barbara Shimshak. She was
sitting on top of her desk, Buddhastyle. Tears streamed down her face.
She choked back sobs. Pink
splotches sprouted on her throat and
stained her cheeks. She was reading
a passage from the novel "Lcs
Miserables" to a class of 8th graders. And weeping. They thought she
was crazy.
It was the end of my first day of
student teaching. All morning and
afternoon I observed prim and practical English teachers hammering
out lessons from the prescribed
curriculum. There were spelling
tests; drills on how to skim a story
for main ideas; and a surprize quiz
about the chapter in the grammer
book on the proper use of "to, too
and two."
Welcome to student teaching.
Already I was having serious doubts
about my career choice. But then I
watched Barbara teach.
She approached her job as if
ignorance were a scaly, slobbering
monster that had to be stopped at all
--costs. If traditional methods failed,
Barbara resorted to every weapon in
her secret armory. Depending on the
situation, she was rigidly strict,
wildly permissive, or whatever else
she needed to be to get results from
reluctant students.
In turn, she bullied and cajoled,
daring underachievers to defy standardized test scores that ranked
them at the bottom of the hca
Often she put away the dumb
reading books with rainbows and
rockets on the cover -- the slickbut-clunky ones written specially
for kids with reading problems -and recited poems and told stories

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger 81, limes columnist
from the world's great literature. As
soon as the kids betrayed a hint of
interest in a book, she would read it
to them, the way she did with "Les
Miserables." Inevitably, a student
would borrow it, and sometimes a
non-reader was transformed because of Barbara Shimshak.
After I completed student teaching and was hired as an English
teacher in the same school, Barbara
became my friend. There was a
flock of other new English teachers
that year, and she took us all under
her wing. She helped us brainstorm
ways to teach more creatively, and
guided us through the swamp of first
year teaching, when you are horrified to learn that you learned nothing in college.
Though she was only a few years
older than the rest of us, Barbara
seemed wiser than her years, relating to ow:junior high students with
compassion borne from her own
pain. Her mother had died when
Barbara was a young teenager.
Throughout high school and college
she fought a fierce battle against
depression that she nearly lost more
than once. A self-portrait she
painted during that awful time hung
on her living room wall. Years later
she did another one, revealing a
more tranquil side of her psyche,
testimony
to
her
own

won. After a fashion.
The last time I talked to her on the
phone -- seeking advice for my
brother-in-law who was recently'
diagnosed with cancer -- Barbara
was her usual, philosophical self.
"Tell him to talk to other people who
arc going through what he's going
through," she said. "And tell him to
call me if he wants to. The way I
figure it," she went on, "I'm alive
today,and I'm resonably sure I'll be
alive tomorrow. And I'm not going
to spoil whatever time I have left
being depressed. Neither should
he."
The phone call came last Sunday.
Barbara had died the day before of
lung cancer. A woman who never
smoked herself, who hated smoking, had succumbed to the one
disease she seemed so unlikely to
contract. The illness spread swiftly.
In less than a year she was diagnosed and given drastic chemotherapy to no avail. She lost her splendid
long hair, found renewed inspiration in her Jewish faith, and kept her.
sense of humor.

transformation.
Psychotherapy had saved her
and, for the first four or five years I
knew her, Barbara was still in
therapy. She generously shared that
experience too, and coached many
of us on how to use free association
to interpret our dreams. She did not
give opinions or advice, however.
Like any good Freudian, she just
listened and asked the right questions. The rest was up to you.
With friends, Barbara could be
the soul of restraint, but she took
another approach all together to
higher-ups. When she stormed into
the front office determined to right a
principal's or vice principal's
wrong, Barbara was not mild mannered. Like the time our principal
decided that sacred music could be
The friend who relayed the sad
piped over the loudspeaker in De- news
reminisces with me about
cember as long as Christian and
Barbara. We talk about her
Jewish tunes were played. Barbara
straight-from-the-Old-Testament
set him straight on the Constitution's
aunts, Sophie and Sarah; about how
provisions for separation of church
her husband will dispose of all her
and state, a lesson I'm sure he has beloved
books; about what we think
not forgotten.
of when we think of Barbara.
You did not have to know BarI like remembering her reading
bara for long to sec that when she "Les Miserabl
es" to those 8th gradcared about something, she was ers with
tears coursing down her
fierce. Nothing daunted her. Long cheeks,
and -- though she was all
before secondhand smoke was a
woman -- I like describing her as a
legal issue, she launched her own "mensch."
A person of fortitude and
personal crusade against smoking in firmness
of purpose. A woman of
the faculty room. Eventually, she passion.

KENTUCKY EDITORIAL
The State Journal, Frankfort
Even though women continue to earn less than their male counterparts in the workplace, there is a perception that women have
made substantial improvement in freeing themselves from sexual
harassment on the job.
That perception may be entirely wrong.
A recent survey of 460 Kentucky women by the Bluegrass State
Poll, reported in The Courier-Journal, revealed the disturbing statistic that nearly one-fourth of the women had been the victims of
sexual harassment at work. And only 45 percent of those victims
bothered to report the incident to their employers.
There are a lot of reasons for that reluctance, and most of them
reveal how far we still have to go before women can work without
carrying the additional burden of unwanted sexual overtures from
male co-workers.
Certainly, what may be sexual harassment to one woman may
be
nothing more than crude, boorish behavior to another. Harassment,
of course, is illegal. Boorish behavior is not.
Even though most public and private employers have firm poli-

cies against sexual harassment, those policies very well may
be
vague about procedures victims should follow to report incident
s
and even more vague about proof necessary to establish that
harassment indeed has occurred. To many women, it simply is less
of a
hassle to ignore the incident, or, in the extreme, to change
jobs.
But when that happens, the harasser simply gets away with
his
behavior and is left to await the next victim that comes into
his
orbit. Merely tolerating unacceptable office conduct — whether
it
is sexual harassment or crude behavior — serves to legitimize it
in
the mind of the harasser.
The solution?
Until harassers get it into their Neanderthal brains that women in
the workplace are not their personal playthings, the old-fashioned
slap across the face is a good start. Followed promptly by a call to
a good attorney.
That usually gets the attention of those in the workpla
ce whose
responsibility is to avoid just such things from happeni
ng.

Public opinion shifts
WASHINGTON (AP) — So
far, President Clinton seems to
have the advantage in his blame
battle with Republicans. Dissatisfied and anxious about the future,
a new survey shows, five times
as many people blame Congress
as fault Clinton.
The budget wrangle and the
cross-capital finger-pointing can
only deepen that dour outlook, a
boost for Clinton, the president
who diagnosed a national funk a
while back, and then disowned
the word.
These hadn't been prime times
for the president. He awkwardly
apologized to wealthy Democrats
for raising their taxes so much in
1993, lamented his own lack of
focus in an interview with an
author, and drew GOP taunts for
golfing on Veterans Day while
Republican leaders pretended to
be at work on the budget.
George Bush stumbled on
things like that, and it cost him in
his losing campaign against Clinton. Bush reneged on his no-newtaxes pledge and later called it
his worst mistake. He talked
while golfing about ordering
troops to the Persian Gulf, got
into agonized self-appraisal in an
effort to convince voters that he
really did care about them.
Clinton's own people have
been worrying out loud about
self-inflicted wounds and an
image of indecision. But a Times
Mirror Center poll released Mon-

care a central issue in their
months-long effort to depict the
Republicans as extremists. The
Times Mirror survey showed
health care to be a top concern
voters want addressed in the
coming presidential campaign.
And the USA Today-CNN survey
completed Nov. 8 reported that
60 percent favored a Clinton veto
programs, and that is exactly the
of the Republican budget bill
theme the Democrats have been
with Medicare spending curbs.
pressing.
Ironically, Clinton's own masAccording to the Times Mirror
sive health care overhaul propospoll, Congress is viewed less
al hurt the Democrats last time.
favorably now than it was before
Now the Medicare side of that
the midterm elections that turned
issue is working their way.
control over to the GOP a year
"We haven't paid much attenago. When registered voters were
tion to the polls," Gingrich said
asked how they were likely to
in a TV interview Sunday. He
vote for Congress in 1996, 48
said when people get the facts
percent sided with each party. In
over the next six or eight months,
August, it was 50 percent Reputhey'll support the Republican
blican, 43 percent Democratic.
course.
He may not be watching the
While Clinton's job approval
polls, but Dole, the majority leadrating was up a bit, at 48 percent, er, is. The front-runner among
Republican congressional leaders GOP candidates to challen
ge
slumped to 36 percent.
Clinton, he can't wait six or eight
months; the primary voting
Now Clinton, Sen. Bob Dole
begins in three. So he's got a
and House Speaker Newt Ginstake in a solution that will work
grich are the big three of the
without alienating the conservabudget collision, with the presi- tives
he needs in the primaries.
dent vetoing temporary debt and
And Clinton is trying to erase
spending extensions because the an
image of indecision and wavGOP Congress is trying to use ering
with his hard line on the
them to force administration
GOP budget. "I am fighting it
acceptance of its budget cuts, and
today, I will fight it tomorrow, I
to block a reduction in Medicare
will fight it next week and next
premiums and increase them
month," he said Monday. "I will
instead.
fight it until we get a budget that
Democrats have made Mediis fair to all Americans."

PERSPECTIVE ON POLITICS

Walter Mears
Associated Press columnist
day, like an earlier one for USA
Today and CNN, indicated that
while the White House was fretting, the president's standing was
improving.
In the Times Mirror national
survey completed Oct. 30, nearly
three out of four said they were
dissatisfied with the way things
were going, but only 7 percent
held Clinton principally at fault,
compared with 35 percent who
blamed Congress.
That would be the Republican
branch, Clinton's target in the
blame game on the budget. The
president said they'd voted to put
the United States on the path to
default on its debt for the first
time in history. GOP leaders said
he'd vetoed the solution and voters should hold him accountable.
The White House and Republicans were still at odds at a meeting late Monday and a partial
government shutdown still
loomed today.
The surveys indicate an
increase in voter misgivings
about the course of the Republican revolution, a sense that it
cuts too deeply into government
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Home Department meets

Special program presented

Murray group gives
AA meeting schedule
The Murray Group of Alcoholics Anonymous has released its
schedule of meetings held at the
American Legion Building, South
Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray.

A

6

JACKIE HELM photos

The schedule is as follows:
Sunday - closed discussion, 9
a.m. and 4 p.m.;
Monday - closed special interest study, 8 p.m.;

Tuesday - closed discussion, 8
p.m.;
Wednesday - closed discussion, 11 a.m.;
Thursday - no meeting;
Friday - open for newcomers/
beginners, 8 p.m.;
Saturday -. open with speaker
and also Al-Anon meeting, 8 p.m.
For more information about the
AA call 753-8136 or 435-4314.
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Madelle Talent, right, top photo, program committee member for Home
Department of Murray Woman's Club, introduced Jo Burkeen, Today
Editor of Murray Ledger & Times, guest speaker, at the October meeting. Burkeen gave highlights about the daily newspaper. Jackie Helm,
department chairman, presided. Hostesses, bottom photo, were Judy
Stahler, left, and Bobbie Waters. The club will have its annual brunch
and auction on Thursday, Nov. 16, at 11 a.m. at the club house.
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"Home-grown Talent" provided the program for the October meeting of
Music Department of Murray Woman's Club. From left, seated, are Joetta Kelly, vocal; Shirley Wall, piano; Gale Vinson, vocal; standing, Sarah
Bane, vocal; Angie Massey, piano and vocal; Marge shown, vocal;
Kathy Mowery, flute; Neva Grey Allbritten, storytelling. The department
will meet Tuesday, Nov. 21, at 7 p.m. with Nancy Rose to present the
program, "Body Cues." Hostesses will bke Lanett' Thurman, Barbara
Tompkins, Uncle Scott, Laura Miller, Vicki Crofton, Karen Isaacs, Bobbie Weatherly, Jan Wilson, Deanie Wortham and Laura Cook.
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HAZEL WOMAN'S CLUB photo

Pictured are entries in the Antique Car Show, sponsored by Hazel
Woman's Club, at the annual Hazel Day.
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Ingle speaks at Hazel
Woman's Club meeting
WANTED 5 HOMES
To

Display Vinyl Replacement Windows

Free
Estimates
1-800-589-8161

Call Now!
And Save!
1-800-598-8161

Ann Ingle, nurse practitioner
and Certified Diabetes Educator,
spoke at the October meeting of
Hazel Woman's Club held at
Hazel Community Center.
`FiMiNF

RAISE YOUR EYE-Q
Average. Close set. Wide set.
Prominent lids. Hooded lids.
Oriental. Which eye type
describes you? Let me show
you how the right makeup
application techniques can
enhance your eyes. Call for
a free consultation.

Tilt-in Windows are easy to clean.
Five homeowners in the circulation area will be given the
opportunity to have new vinyl Replacement Windows
installed in their home with optional decorative work
(shutters, doors, vinyl siding, trim, etc.) at a very low cost.
These amazing new windows have captured the attention of
thousands of homeowners throughout the United States
who are fed up with the high cost of heating and cooling
their homes, as well as the ongoing expense if maintaining
their present windows.

Call Mid-America Thermal, Inc. Toll Free at
1-800-589-8161.
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FACE TO-FACE BEAUTY ADVICE'

Susan Cunningham
Independent Beauty Consultant
Sales Director

753-2207
Career Opportunity Available

Murray Rotary Club
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Ingle gave a presentation on
"Body Cues." She stressed that a
good physical examination
should be requested from the
physician during your yearly
examination.
Sandra Gallimore introduced
Ingle.
The devotion was given by
Janice Wilkinson who also led
the pledge to the American flag.
Committee reports were given.
It was announced that Linda
Bennett and Janice Wilkinson
were winners in the crafts contest
at the meeting of First District of
Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs.
President Sharon Ray
announced that the fourth annual
Antique Car Show, sponsored by
Hazel Woman's Club, was very
successful as a fund-raising project. She thanked the club members for their hard work and dedication on this project.
Guests were Linda Harding,
Holly Thompson, Paula Morton
and Ingle. Hostesses were Marla
Thompson, Betty Hudson and
Linda Bennett. Other members
present were Dee Cundiff, Clarkie Butterworth, Pat Dalton, Rita
Emery, Pat Latimer, Mary Ann
Orr and Nancy Overby.
The club will meet Thursday,
Nov. 16, at 7 p.m. at the Hazel
Community Center.
.....

SUE ALLISON photo

MURRAY WOMAN'S CLUB held its 55th birthday celebration recently at
Murray Woman's Club House. Special music was by the Chorus of the
Music Department. Neva Grey Allbritten, past president, gave highlights
of the history of the club. Hostesses were members of Creative Arts
and Home Departments. Pictured, at right is Karen Isaacs, first vice
president, along with hostesses, from left, Norma Paschall, Jackie
Helm, Mayrelle Clark, Betty Jo Purdom, Lou Ann Philpot, and Madelle
Talent

Area students to attend
Career Expo Wednesday
PADUCAH, Ky. — Every
youngster has heard the question
a dozen of times — What are you
going to be when you grow up?
4n upcoming expo may help
area students start preparing now
for the jobs they want to have
tomorrow.
The 1995 Career Expo will be
Wednesday, Nov. 15, from 9 a.m.
to 1:30 p.m. at J.R.'s Executive
Inn, Paducah. The free event is
sponsored by School-To-Work
Local Labor Markets Area I and
II, the Purchase Area Health Education Center and West Kentucky
State Technical School.
More than 1,000 students in
grades 8 to 12 from Ballard, Carlisle, Marshall and McCracken
County Schools (Labor Market
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UNDAY BUFFET 11-2 $5.15'`,/,
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Seven Seas

Telethon
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Featuring Local Talent and Programming
•

Noyember 13
Murray Ind. Schools

November 14
Calloway County Schools

November 15
Murray State Univ.

November 16
Community Focus

Murray State Channel
Calloway County Channel
Murray High Channel
7:00-10'.00 Each Evening
Proceeds this year go to the Resource Centers. in the local public
schools to assist families that need help.

Wednesday-senior's Night! Buy one get one free!! 1,
7.99 it)
Thursday Night-A Y.0 E Seafood Platter
8.95
Friday Night-Our Famous Seafood Buffet
Saturday Night-our Famous Seafood Buffet 8.95
5 95
Sunday-our Grand Lunch Buffet 11-2
Mi. Om Sat 4 p.m.
%way 11 a.m.-3 p.m.

6 Me.
Al". 753-4141
4,
.
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"NOTICEmMEMBERS OF
WESTERN DARK FIRED
TOBACCO GROWERS ASSOCIATION
The Annual Meeting of members will be held
on Monday, November 27, 1995, at Mayfield
High School, 700 Douthitt, Mayfield, Kentucky, _
at 6:30 p.m. The purpose of the meeting will be to
hear the President's Report and a general discussion of the cooperative's affairs.
Following the meeting, refreshments will be
served and door prizes
will be given.
Laura S. Paschall
Secretary

Area I) as well as students from
Calloway, Graves, Fulton and
Hickman counties (Labor Market
Area II) are expected to attend.
Organizer Jennifer Spencer
said as many as 65 business and
industry representatives will be
on hand to display information
about career opportunities within
their companies and to also share
with the students the necessary
skills and educational requirements of different careers.
Spencer, executive director of
STW Labor Market Area I, said
too often students set their minds
on a career based on nothing
more than how much money they
may make.
"They really need to take this
opportunity to expose themselves
to what's really required to enter
different career fields. They need
to know what kinds of academic
and technical education they may
need beyond high school, and
they need to know what's
involved in these jobs," she said.
"We're hoping they find out
some of those answers at the
Expo.
Schools who have not registered to attend Expo or compa- _ _
nies interested in having a booth r
should contact Spencer at
1-502-554-4991 for more
information.
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Hello
Stranger!
Searching for some answers
to all those who/what/where
questions about your new city?
As WELCOME WAGON
Represenative, it is my hob to
he you get over the hurdles of
being a newcomer.
By bringing you some useful
gifts. Community info. Adivce
on reliable business in your
new neighborhood and more.
Call...
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CALENDAR

JO'S DATEBOOK
Jo Burkeen
Today Editor

Angel Alert issued
Calloway County Family Resource Center has issued an angel
alert for a full bed, twin bed, and chest of drawers for a family of
three children. To donate any of these items call the center 753-3070
or 753-3879.

Songfest at Fern Terrace
Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
its monthly songfest Wednesday, Nov. 15, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern Terrace Lodge. All interested persons are invited to take part in the
event.

Home Department will meet
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Nov. 16, at 11 a.m. for its annual brunch and fun auction with Mary
Gertzen as auctioneer. Hostesses will be Vanda Gibson, Elvie Billington, Winnie Love and Loudene Carlile.

Hazel Woman's Club will meet
Hazel Woman's Club will meet Thursday, Nov. 16, at
7 p.m. at
the Hazel Community Center. Sharon Ray, president, urges
all members to attend.

Civitan Club meeting Thursday
Murray Civitan Club President Willis Johnson
announces that the
lcubv will meet Thursday, Nov. 16, at 6 p.m.
at Eva's Country
Kitchen. Some new local officers may be installed
and the 56th wedding anniversary of Civitans Lillian and Prenti
ce Dunn will be
honored.

East Council plans meeting
East Elementary School Site-based Decision Making Counc
il will
meet Thursday, Nov. 16, at 4 p.m. at the school. The
public is invited.

CCHS Committee will meet
Computer Competency Assessment Committee of Calloway County High School SBDM Council will meet Thursday, Nov. 16, at 4
p.m. in Room 409. The public is invited.

Pet Therapy on Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Nov. 16, at 3 p.m. at Calloway
I County Public Library. This is open to all persons
and their pets
interested in visiting the local nursing homes. Drivers and parents
are needed as volunteers and are requested to call 436-2453 for
information.

Music Chorus schedules rehearsals
Music Chorus of Music Department of Murray Woman's Club
will have an important rehearsal, on Thursday, Nov. 16, at 7 p.m. at
the club house, according to Margie Shown, director. Accompanists
are Beth Stribling and Janet Finch.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, Nov. 16, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at
Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For
more information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Brown will speak Wednesday
Kate Brown, an associate professor of Technical Communications,
Southern Illinois University, Carbondale, Ill., will give her testimony on Wednesday, Nov. 15, at 8 p.m. at Curris Center Theater,
Murray State University. Brown will give her testimony and tell
about her healing of Multiple Sclerosis, according to Mark Randall,
campus pastor of Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship. For information
call 753-9786.

Schools plan
special events
The National Education Association has designated the week
of Nov. 12-18 as "American Education Week.
Throughout this week, local
schools will be engaged in various activities to recognize faculty, staff and students.

Tuesday, Nov. 14
Downtown Business Association/6
p.m /Book Mark
Calloway County Genealogical
Society/6 p.m./Holiday Inn.
Southwest Elem•ntary SBDM
Council/5:30 pm
Murray High School Soccer and Golf
BanqueV6:30 p m
Murray Branch of AAUW/6 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen.
Murray Star Chapter No 433 Order
of the Eastern Star/7:30 p.m./Masonic
Hall_
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m /Chamber of Commerce.
Parents in Partnership/noon
Calloway Public Library.
Local Emergency Planning
Commission/4 p m./United Way Room/
Weaks Center.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7-8 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Murray Lions Club/6:30 p m./Murray
Woman's Club House.
AA closed discussion meeting/8
p.m./American Legion Hall.
Westside Baptist Church Women
on
Mission 11/7 p.m. w/Dia
na
Youngerman.
First Presbyterian Church
International Dance/7 p m.
Wednesday, Nov. 15
Murray-Calloway Ministerial
Association/8 a.m /private dining room
of Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Kate Brown to give testimony/8
p.m./Curris Center Theater, MSU.
Public invited.
Concert by MSU Percussion
Ensemble/8 p m./Lovett Auditorium.
No charge.
/
Reservations Jor-..C.41r4tian Women's
Club lunch on on Friday due
tonight/753.399 or 753-2399.
Oaks Country Club ladies'
bridge/9:30 a.m ; Thanksgiving
luncheon/noon.
Health Express of MCCH/Murray Post
Office/8:30-11:30 a.m. and 12:30-3
First Christian Church Handbell
Choir/4:30 p.m.; FFC dinner/5:30 p.m.;
Bible study and activities/6:05 p.m.;
Choir/7:30 p.m. _

Overnighter to
be here Friday
YMCA American Humanics
will have "The Beach" Overnight
for Kindergarten through Grade 5
on Friday, Nov. 17, from 8 p.m.
to 8 a.m., Saturday, Nov. 18, at
Carr Health Building, Murray
State University. Activities
include games, movie, swimming, pizza, etc. The cost will be
$10 per child. The parents must
provide a swimsuit, towel, pillow
and sleeping bag.
Each child must have a current
program membership at Murray
Family YMCA. Parents may
register their children at either
location, 209 N. 12th St. or 1510
Chestnut St. For information call
Suzanne Reiss, 753-8951 or
753-YMCA.

Wednesday, Nov. 15
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Study/7 p.m
Health Screenings/10:30 a.m -2.30
p m /Curris Center, second level,
MSU.
p.m.
Songfest by Church Women
United/2:30 p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/closed
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Hazel Center/open 10 a m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Blood pressure checks/11 a.m.-1 p.m.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf League/8:30 a.m./Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
First Presbyterian Church ARKWOW/5 p.m.; Choir/6:30 p.m.;
Session/7:30 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
/Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p.m.
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 a.m.; Pictorial Directory
pictures/3-9:30 p.m.; Preschool and
K-4 Music/4:15 p.m.; Singers
Unlimited/5:30 p.m.; Adult Handbe1116
p.m.; Bible Study/6:30 p.m.; Chancel
Choir/7:30 p.m.
Westsid• Baptist Church Baptist
Men's Cookout/6 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church service/7
p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Ufa Christian Center service/7
p.m.
St. Leo Catholic Church Young-atHeart/noon; Teen Life/7 p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p.m.
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m.
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Prayer
meeting/7 p.m., Choir/8 p.m.
First Baptist Church Friendship
International/9 a.m.; Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Fellowship supper/5:30
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time,
Praise!/6:30 p.m.; prayer meeting/6:35
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir, Intercessory
Prayer/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Youth,
College/Career and Adult Bible
Study/7 p.m.

will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.
• at

Boone's Laundry
North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

would like to invite
you to their

Holiday Open House
and the
Grand Opening
of their
New Business
609V2 S. 4th
Murray
Fri.-Sat.-Sun., Nov.
17,18,19
1-5 p.m. Each Day
*Refreshments Served
'Register for 6112'

elec&bns

Christmas Tree and a Silver Tray to be given away

4

Parade co-chairmen are Don E. Jones
and Bob Billington.

N4,

5 p.m

Shop With Over
65 Crafters
... inside ...

Mail Entries To

or Call

"Rotary Club"
P.O. Box 411
Murray, Ky. 42071

The Chamber
of Commerce
753-5171

Name:
Phone:

Group & Entry Description:

Paris Landing
State Park
Hwy. 79 & 119-121

The Owner and Employees of

As in the past years, entrants will line
up at 9:30, Saturday, Dec. 2nd on 10th St.
and proceed downtown. The parade will
begin at 10:30 a.m.

(Weekend before Thanksgiving)

aII•

UPS

The Rotary Club's annual Christmas Parade will be held
on Saturday,
December 2nd. To again guarantee a truly fabulous Chris
tmas Parade,
everyone's participation is invited by either having
an entry in the
parade or by being a spectator.
School groups,church groups,civic organizations, bands
, and music
groups are invited to enter this parade. Over $1,000 in
cash prizes will be
awarded to the first three places in three separate divis
ions
Religious Division, Clubs/Civic Organizations, and Comm — Church/
ercial Division. The Rotary Christmas Parade offers your organizati
on an excellent
way to have some Christmas fun and maybe raise
some money at the
same time. First place in each division will pay $150.

753-5719

Sat.-Nov. 18 1:;:::Sun.-Nov. 19 10

20 miles from Paris
20 miles from Murray

Ship Weekly & Save Money
51-F 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Sat. 9 a.m.-7 p.m. Sun. 1-5
P.m.
Hwy. 641 N. Olympic Plaza
751-2380

"Murray Christmas" Parade

Part 4U1
759-9701

Daily Monday-Friday

You Are Invited To Participate In The

S
Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

UPS Pick-Up

fN./\,/v\i‘ery

ILE & MARBLE
612 So.

IC

For Your Convenience Now Offers

753-4461

HORNTON

r

Roy's Discount Pharmacy

513 S. 12th St.

"Quality That Will Please"

at

753-

0882
4
. matrix Dixi
eland Center

Holland Motor Sales

Annual

is-

Professional Full Service Salon

• Daily & Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us For Rates

Any Size

Murray

Wednesday, Nov. 15
Mather West Kentucky Museum,
open 8:30 a.m -4 15 p.m
Eagle Gallery, Fine Arts Center, MSU.'
open 8 a m.-4 p m
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a m.-430 p m Info/762-3383

NEFIDLINES

A&A AUTO
RENTAL

• MIRRORS•

9th St.

Wednesday, Nov. 15
Glendale Road Church of Christ
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ Ladies
Class/9:30 a m.; Classes/7 p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Study/
7
p.m.
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OVes muddy champs
climb to No.4 in I-AA
Despite first trail,
Nutt happy about
dirty performance

•

Division I-AA Top 25

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
After leading opponents for the
first 36 quarters of the 1995 season, the Murray State Racers
found themselves in a unique
position Saturday.
In the season's 37th quarter,
Tennessee State hit a 61-yard
scoring pass to go up 7-3 to mark
the initial first-quarter points the
Racers have given up on the
season.
It was also the first time all
season the Racers were on the
losing side of the scoreboard.
"Looking at everybody, I probably was the most nervous,"
admitted head coach Houston
Nutt. "I saw guys ready to roll up
their sleeves and get ready to go
to work. Then we take that drive

HUNTINGDON VALLEY Pa (AP) — The top 25
tuffs in the Sports Network Division I-AA 'poem. poll.
with records thrcugh Nov 12 hrst-place votes in
parentheses overall PONS and previous raNurig
Record Pis PH
10-0-0 2258
1 McNees' State (82)
10-0-0 2145 2
2 Appaactran St (6)
10-0-0 2079 3
3 Troy State (1)
10-0-0 1006 5
4. MURRAY ST.
6-1-0 1782 6
Austin
5 Stephen
3-20 1730 7
6 Marshall
1650
10-0-0
7 Holum (1)
9-1-0 1648 4
8 Delaware
9
1565
8-2-0
9 Montana
8-2-0 1433 10
10 Eastern Kentucky
11
9-1-0 1337
11 Southern (1)
9-1-0 1287 12
12 Eastern Illnois
8-3-0 1010 18
13 James Madison
8-2-0 967 16
14 Jackson State
8-2-0 904 20
IS Ronda A I M
7-3-0 794 23
16 Base State
7-3-0 757 21
17 Georgia Scuthern
700 13
7-2-1
Fhchmond
7-3-0 492 14
19 Indiana State
460
25
7-4-0
Mary
&
WIlam
20
8-4-0 376 19
21 Nonnwestern State. La
15
337
6-4-0
lows
22 Northern
7-4-0 312 17
23 Northern Arizona
—
198
7-3-0
Stale
21 Mddle Tennessee
5-44 195 —
25 Idaho

and go all the way and score. We
answer. That's the way you
handle it."
Under conditions more suitable
for a tank battle, the Racers had a
handle on everything in Saturday's 24-19 win, a school-record

.

10th.
"When we had to stop them we
stopped them. When you have to
score you score," Nutt said at
Monday's weekly press conference. "Hopefully, we can keep
that going to finish the regular
season."
Murray State (10-0, 8-0)
moved up from No. 5 to No. 4 in
the latest Sports Network poll
with the victory, and also claimed
sole possession of the Ohio Valley Conference title.
It wasn't easy, as the Racers
won by the slimmest margin of
the season on a deep, muddy,
torn up field.
"Those conditions were a little
bit different than probably

FROO
Tim
Wake
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IN See Page 7
Racers Mike Cutter (79) and
Kwabene Idelette (3) help tight
end Donnie Stephens celebrate
his third-quarter touchdown
Saturday.
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Distracted Browns roughed up by Steelers
By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — It's
hard to imagine two cities fighting over this team.
The Cleveland Browns won't
move until next season, but their
offense already seems to have
deserted, and their chances of
winning the AFC Central Division might not be far behind.
Yes, the Browns are on the
road to Baltimore, but the trail
apparently does not run through
the end zone — and, for the rest

of the division, the path to the
playoffs again leads through
Pittsburgh.
Need any help loading that
moving van, Art Modell?
The Browns insist they aren't
preoccupied by their pending
move, but their play — or the
lack thereof — says otherwise.
Even the opponent that always
means something in Cleveland —
the Pittsburgh Steclers — and the
chance to regain first place in the
division seemed to mean nothing
Monday to these distracted

Cleveland dominated
in ugly divisional loss
Browns.
"Right now, the (move) should
be of no consequence to this football team," safety Dana Hall said
after Pittsburgh took a two-game
division lead with a dominating
20-3 victory. "Where we play
doesn't make any difference. We
were playing for first place, and

to play like this — it hurts."
Oh, the Browns (4-6) put up a
fight against the suddenly streaking Steelers (6-4), who have won
three straight to put some distance between them and the
Browns and Bengals. Just like the
Browns seem to be putting
Cleveland in their rearview

mirror.
But by the time Steelers rookie
quarterback Kordell Stewart had
badly upstaged his Cleveland
counterpart, Eric Zeicr, and Erric
Pegram had restored the run to
Pittsburgh's offense, the Browns'
only fighting .was with words.
Following the Browns' seventh
consecutive loss in Pittsburgh,
and perhaps Cleveland's last
game in Three Rivers Stadium,
linebacker Pepper Johnson and
safety Stevon Moore both questioned some teammates' commit-

••11.11

ment and effort.
"We have people starting to
get on different agendas, and it is
starting to show," Johnson said.
"The coaches see it on film, and
the ugly thing is that some of the
players know it, too."
But there won't be much to see
in this film — more penalty yards
(89) than rushing yards (77), only
one Zeier second-half completion
and only a couple of trips beyond
the 50-yard line.
Still excited, Baltimore?

COLLEGE BASKETBALL

Mavericks
oveitothe
shooting

Kentucky preseason No. 1;
Kansas comes in close 2nd
Big East places
three in top six

Top Grizzlies despite
shooting 28 percent
VANCOUVER, British Columbia (AP) — Jason Kidd scored 25
points and Jim Jackson had 23,.
Monday night as the Dallas
Mavericks beat the Vancouver
Grizzlies 94-89.
The Mavericks won despite
shooting just 28 percent, including a 2-for-17 performance by
Jamal Mashburn. Dallas helped
itself, however, by making 33 of
38 foul shots.
Vancouver, tied with Dallas
after three quarters, lost its fifth
in a row. The Grizzlies shot 41
percent, but were just 9 of 15
from the foul line.
Greg Anthony scored 19
points, Byron Scott had 17 and
Benoit Benjamin 14 for
Vancouver.
Dallas took a 31-20 lead in the
first quarter led by Jackson, who
scored 12 points while taking
advantage of matchups against
smaller shooting guards.
The Grizzlies bounced back in
the second quarter behind rookie
center Bryant Reeves. The
Mavericks led 47-38 at halftime.
Vancouver used the inside
scoring of Benjamin and the versatile game of point guard
Anthony in the third period, tying
the score at 63.
The Grizzlies got into foul
trouble early in the final quarter
and the Mavericks tout advantage when reserves George
McCloud and Scott Brooks went
to the line often, giving Dallas a
77-69 lead invyricrug
'!'‘
•
play.
Former Murray State standout
Popeye Jones had 14 points and
14 rebounds for Dallas.
•-.44.1."

By JIM O'CONNELL
AP Basketball Writer
The summertime favorites for
college basketball's preseason
No. 1 ranking were Kentucky and
Kansas. The poll results couldn't
have been much closer.
Kentucky was voted No. 1 in
the preseason poll for the first
time Monday, edging the Jayhawks by just two points in the
national media balloting.
Kentucky, which reached the
round of eight in last year's
NCAA tournament and return
three starters, received 34 firstplace votes and 1,550 points.
Kansas, which has four starters
Walter McCarty returns in hopes of
helping No. 1 Kentucky to greatness this season.

Is have gone on to considerable
success. None has ever finished
The 1op 25 teems in The Associated Press prises.
out of the Top Ten in the final
son college baskebel poll, with arid-pleat votes in
parentheses, 1904-95 records, total mints based
regular-season poll and each has
on 25 points tor a MO-place vole through one point
kir a 25th-pkice vote, and lit season's linal
made it to at least the second
ranking:
Pte Prr
ReC0141
round of the NCAA tournament,
28-5 1.550 2
1. Keriludm (34)
with eight getting to the Final
25-6 1.548 5
2. Kansas (24)
25-8 1.368 9
3. VIllenove (2)
including national champFour,
I
1,316
31-2
4. UCLA (4)
21-10 1,22$ 22
Carolina in 1982,
S. Georgetown
North
ions
28-5 1.204 6
IL Connecticut
UNLV in 1990 and Duke in
29-5 1.063 7
7. Messechusetts
21-12 874 —
II. Iowa
1992.
1170 IS
2241
9. Mesimeiccii W.
833 19
206
la Utah
The Top 25 was again domiSOO 3
206
11. Wake Forest
10-14 1103 —
12. Lull
by the big conferences,
nated
24-10 775 —
13. Murchis
with the Big East having three of
733 23
20-9
14. ilesouti
723 10
264
IS. Marrand
the top six teams.
307
629 6
IS. Arkansas
17-14 613
17. Michigan
Kentucky and Kansas were fol—103
20-9
IS Stanlord
5112 13
25-9
19. Virginia
by the first of the Big East
lowed
4311 4
206
20. North C•104118
—
409
Villanova, defending
teams,
22-12
21. Cincinnati
25-10 287 —
22. Viminis Tech
UCLA of the
champion
national
—
272
1012
23. Indica
25-7
256 12
24. Purdue
East schools
Big
and
Pac-10,
—
200
13-14
•
25. Callionta
Georgetown and Connecticut.
Villanova, which had 1,369
hack from the team that lost in
the regional semifinals last sea- points, and UCLA were the only
other schools to receive firstson, was No. 1 on 24 ballots.
The Wildcats were the second place votes with two and four,
straight Southeastern Conference respectively,
The Top Ten was completed
team to be selected the preseason
No. 1. Arkansas was tabbed there by Massachusetts, Iowa, Missisas defending champions and sippi State and Utah.
reached the title game last April.
The previous 14 preseason No. II See Page 7
Preseason Top 25
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Maddux wins fourth straight Cy Young
By RONALD BLUM
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) — For Greg
Maddux, winning the Cy Young
Award — even unanimously —
is just another part of his routine.
"We might have a little party
tomorrow night or something,"
bit sad Monday after capturing
berth consecutive NL Cy
Young, his second straight by a
shutout vote. "After winning the
World Series, we're pretty much

Hurler draws comparisons
1972, 1977, 1980 and 1982.
Sandy Koufax is the only other
pitcher to win the award unanimously in consecutive years — in
1965-66 for the Dodgers.
"It's really hard for me to talk
about the history of the game
because my history goes back 10
years," Maddux said during a

partied out."
Maddux, at 29 perhaps not
even halfway through his career,
continued to put up numbers that
can be compared only with baseball's greats.
Steve Carlton is the only other
pitcher to win four Cy Youngs.
He did it for Philadelphia in

telephone news conference from loting announced by the Baseball
his home in Las Vegas.
Writers Association of America.
Maddux led the NL in wins
comparisons
heard
I
"When
about people who pitched in the with a 19-2 record, and was tops
'50s or '60s or '70s, I can't really in the league in ERA (1.63) and
relate to it. I didn't really watch complete games (10). He became
baseball a whole lot back then. I the first major leaguer since Walreally wasn't the fan then I am ter Johnson in 1918-19 to have an
now. 1 just take it as a nice com- ERA under 1.80 in consecutive
seasons.
pliment on move on."
Cincinnati's Pete Schourek was
Maddux, who led the Atlanta
Braves to their first World Series
title, received 140 points in bal- •See Page 7
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1995 or 1996

SCOREBOARD

1996 Chevrolet Corsica

Sponsored By:

Stock #96107

Jane Rogers Ins.
.'
'See me for all your Wray insurance needs
ay
Murr
St.,
12th
N.
305

$12,782"
\itt

list 513,995

(next to Century 21)

,,,,, 1•11411

a

kAISUIAMCI

Is
ly

1996 Geo Tracker

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

PRO BASKETBALL
Al Those CSTENCE

Stock #96056

$13 9548

List 515,854

PecNie Divieleo
5 1 633 —
4 2 667 1
Swats
3 3 500 2
LA Clippers
3 3 500 2
Phoenix
2 4 333 3
Golden Stale
2 4 333 3
La. takers
2 4 333 3
Portland
Games
s
lloodsy'
Utah 103. Toronto 100
Dallas 94, Vino:wet 99
Tuesday's Games
Seattle at PhiNdeWia, 6:30 p.m.
Charlotte it Atlanta. 6:30 p.m.
Chao it Orlando, 7 p.m.
San Anionic at Mihteukee. 7:30 p.m
New York at Portland, 9 p.m.
L.A. Omen at Goiden Stale. 9:30 p.m
L.A. Liters at Sacramento, 9:30 p.m
Wednraday's Grose
Hassan at Toronto. 6 p.m.
6.30 p.m.
Boston,
at
Utah
Charlotte at Ni. Jersey. 6:30 p.m
on. 6.30 p.m.
Washingt
St
hia
Philadelp
Indiana at Mani. 610 p.m.
p.m
6:30
Detroit
Seattle at
San Antonio at lAronseota, 7 p.m.
Darner at Phoenix. 7 pm
Cleveland at Chicago, 7:30 p.m.
Dallas at LA Liters, 930 p.m.
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1996 Chevrole02t Lumina
Stock #960

$16 487"

List 518,183

Beretta
1996 Chevrolet
03
Stock #960

$11,995"

List 513,295

1995 Toyota T-100 DX
Extended Cab
Stock #95515

$17,779"

List 519,184

your car or truck
"Whatever it takes, we want to be
Jackpot Barrel
Race
Saturday-Nov. 18
(Entries Taken 8 a.m.
Begins at 8:30 a.m.)

Murray State University
Intercollegiate Rodeo
Thursday-Saturday, Nov. 16-18
9:30 Nightly

West Kentucky Expo Center
(College Farm Road)

Thursday Night-MSU Students
FREE Admission with MSU ID.

Saturday, Nov. 17

Junior Rodeo Association Rodeo
Beginning at 10 a.m.

Sunday, Nov. 19

•i,;
f

High School Rodeo at
9 am and 2 pm
1144h

•

company."
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2420 E. Wood St., Paris, TN
642-3900 • 1-800-325-3229

Oldsmobile

All prices subjerr to ta,r, trio

- TOYOTA
f0
(

Al prices after rebate
,retained by dealer
rt.ir 'room to cloaler occrolvo

&'WorAff

ES
QUALITY PREsOWNED VEHICL
'93 Pontiac Grand Prix

miles. new car trade, full load
Roil volt) graphite cloth. 42,000

'95 Chevrolet S10

miles, teal green with grey
V 6 automatic LS package 6.01)11

'93 Toyota Pickup

'95 Chevrolet Suburban

,
,HIP'
'
beige ONO. 9.600
Silverado. 41(4, turn power. burgiiiidy with

'95 Chevrolet Camaro Z28
who° with grey cloth 6 speed, AM PM
'94 Ford F150
XL packaue, 6 cyl
blue cloth

t.

r

manual trailCrn,,,,,on

‘1.000

ono IMP,

miles brilliant blue with

miles

'93 Mitsubishi Eclipse
GS package. 20 liter engine,
whoeis. >7,000 Mlles

alloy
automatic. while with grey cloth,

'93 Ford Taurus Gt.

d green accents
our TV power sofa. white with (+umial

ardomatoc. Iwo door
Ill•rk Hire with bliie cloth,

cyl with overdrive
IS decor. 1 Owner. 305100 miles, 4
g1P1/ cloth, alloy wheels

'92 Toyota 4 Runner

'94 Geo Tracker

wheels. convertible tor'
Automatic air, cassette, 22,000 miles. alloy

'94 Toyota Pickup

package. automatic, air
Fled with grey (loth 19.000 miles, chrome

'93 Pontiac Bonneville
sr in viol, sant, beim,with beige fir till

,
'VI (100 (odor.. loll (NOW.

I ()WIWI, new Mick

1

owner

'93 Nissan Sentra SE-R
air, cassette
rt,.ff with black cloth, automatic. sunroof,
'93 Nissan Sentra XE

94 Chevrolet S10

base, alloy wheels

pacakge. 47.000

with blue interior.
:19 t!011 miles, lull power. while

'94 Chevrolet 020 Conversion Van

'93 Chevrolet C4500
sibmiroo package. 17,0lX) miles.

drive. manual transmission. chrome

roilf

!ono wheol

new car trade

sunroof, automatic.
Dark green with grey cloth,
whec/s 53.000 miles

SI15 package. alloy

'92 Chevrolet Corsica
' (((uod clean car
wio,, with burgundy cloth V 6 engine, all 111)10010
LE
'90 1oyota Camry
ii•I
1 ?IOW
,
rowli
1,7,0(K) MO,
`,1111,1H ,I, .1104)1101W
v
IF 'do
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'90 Buick LeSabre
with grey cloth, new car trade
,uifi00 miles, lull power, charcoal grey

•

•
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GIFT
GUIRDe
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HT
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FURNITURE ic APPLIANCE

Shop your local merchants this holiday season
for the best selections, prices and ideas.

A
)WAtisi
*4 d

SUPERSTORE
702 North 12th Street •

,mmir

Murray • 753-4663

• •
•
•
••
• • •.
•
4,..„ • • *

Vi

Hwy.
121 South

The Wild Rose

't11111,

..4"rook

Open:
Tues.-Sat.

Gourmet Coffee * Fresh Cheeses
Kitchenware * Dinnerware * Culinary Accessories
Uniquely Traditional Gifts
Gourmet Gift Baskets * Bridal Registry

•

928 S. 12th St.
Murray • 753-5679
126 Market House Sq
Paducah • 442-0410

Bann
Ors
Dont

NOW TAKING
riv
CHRISTMAS ORDERS V *
Twig Christmas Trees
* Tapestry Christmas Table Runners
and Pillows
* New Santas and Snowmen
* Floor Lamps
* Christmas Wreaths & Arrangements
* Noah's Ark Lamps & Accessories

By Way. of The Grapevine
121 Routh to Old Salem Rd
Wed.-Sat. .104; sun L•4

41
•0
•

OpC11

Corn Austin...

A Christmas
Tradition

Custom Sewing
Specializing In
Children's Clothing
Many iivirltioni Patterns
lo CitooNe Frunl
--*

*Fabrics and Notions
*Battenburg Lace and
Cluney Crocheted Linens
*Rowe Pottery

Sixth
studl

1*
uipture
By
1.11St
.

With Savings
From

Unique Gifts For That Special Person 1
Register to win crystal
Drawing Sat., Dec. 23, 4:30 p.m.

40—
We'll Even
Custom Wrap
Your Selections
Free of Charge.

URE HOUSi E

00T11
1

CORN-AUSTIN
Downtown • Murray

01-77!

found at

me of the Ultimate i
ustom Framing"
th • UniversitySquare,Murray•7

ADDNANNAME
BOOKS, ETC,

Christmas Gifts

The
ray

Come Home for the Holidays!
• hra
ii //c,i;/)%wf

Jon
Sch
Wei

—Gifts & Collectibles7
PePlOnalized

Bookl-fardRet terl-Clockl

Over 125 Books Available

All
Christmas Items

Books Personalized In Minutes
Present This Coupon and

Buy 3 Books,
Get A 4th Book FREEI
A Continuing Sponsor
of Children's Literacy

....•1464;

Open Mon.-Sat. g-)

1.• - 44

Southside Shopping Center • 753.3456

, This Holiday Season
Experience the
Most Unique Store
in Murray...

•The New Christopher Radko 10th Anniversary
Collection Has Arrived!
Once again Christopher's highly collectable designs have resulted in a truly
stunnning assotment of museum quality
glass ornaments and garlands..
All these ornaments and more are presented in Christopher's spectacular 10th
Anniversary Collector's album, "Christpher Radko- The First Decade."

IC.111f1

Hoffman

Ladies Fine Apparel
(ZY:aryWri

Easy-add. your name to our "Christams Wish
List" select your favorite item, we send "you know
who" a reminder card and you don't end up with the
spotted owl tie or Hawaiian muu-muu.
Qualtiy Merchandise, Reasonable Prices!
(kitchenware, home accents, toiletries & linens,
gourmet coffee & tea, imported foods, fresh cheeses)
Mon-Fri - 10-6
Sat. - 10-4

Christmas Just Gets
Better Every Year

Angel Jewelry, Sterling, &
Animal Jewelry make
fascinating gifts!

305 S. 12th • Murray

615-C South 12th St. • 753-4876
SouthsIdo Shopping Center

41b

Aachen C7:' home
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-- --...4P-iereasea••••••• •
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753-0545

408 S. 12th
Murray
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Banner carriers for the Murray Middle School Tiger Band are sixth graders Amanda Ellis, Emily Runnels, Heather Collins and Stephanie
Donnelly.

J.D. Geurin and Jeff Brewer explain to their fourth grade classmates
how cotton Is grown. They are students In Sally Scott's class at East
Elementary.
Sue McNeary shares her experiences of living in Saudi Arabia with
upper primary students In debbie Stinnett and Ellen Crady's classes at
Southwest Elementary. Pictured are Casy Dougherty, Arwa Al-Malki and
Shelly Martinez.
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1
Ronnie West shows his classmates his baby goat. Also pictured are Ell
Lewis, Jimmy Dulin, Heather Johnson, Heather Borgarding, Whitni
Eldridge and Trevor McCrea. These students are In Sally Scott's fourth
grade class at East Elementary.

Sixth grade students In Pat McMullin's class at Murray Middle School
studied different ecosystems on a field trip to Land Between the Lakes.
Dennis McGinnis presents David Robertson with a bonus prize at the
Sports Card Wheel which was one of the most popular booths at Southwest's Fall Festival.

Jason Pittman does a rubbing at the Murray City Cemetery as part of a
cooperative learning activity with technology teacher Cindy Adams In
his Honors English II class.
The Murray Middle School Tiger Band is pictured marching in the Murray State University Homecoming Parade under the direction of drum
major Dana Parker.

Murray State University education participant Renee Sewell and Paula
Fredrick, North Elementary instructional assistant, are shown helping
students make edible maps. Students followed a recipe and made
dough. They later decorated and made maps before eating their
creations.
Jonathan Duncan and Annie Hutson, seventh graders at Murray Middle
School, are presenting their big book about drugs to students In Greg
Gierhart's reading class.

Patric Gill and Samantha Smith are playing In the Hardee's Food Center
in Nona Tabers' preschool classroom.

•A
Stephanie Wyatt's biology students, Erin Smotherman and Anne
Michael, use a live iguana to encourage tourists to visit their desert
biome during their travel brochure presentation.

• as ,
a
*• •
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,
Students In Becky Gore's class enjoyed blowing bubbles after reading
the book "Bubble Bubble." This was used In conjunction with the letter
person Mr. B.

School Supplies
Educational
Games • Toys • Puzzles
Layaway Now For Christmas!
L.-y-1 - ,
1...
,
"
Fast-action

--_:_t_i• .ze.-z,..._
Lt.,
r.t7
THE
•ma

---..

-:_i

119 S. 4th St
Murray
753-5968

electronic
th

SMART

game fun!

STOP

10 a m -5 30 p.m.
Mon.-Fri
10 a m -4 p
Sat.

•

Pictures for this page ssere submitted by the administratixe staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the stafT of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

WORLD 7 students Erica Hill, Clint Kear and Josh Smith at Calloway
County Middle School integrated experiences and new knowledge from
all Subject matter fields to build a fire without the use of modern lighting methods. If the students were able to start and maintain a fire, they
were rewarded with marshmallows, hot dogs and s'mores.

THE CHESTNUT PRESCHOOL

School Supply

I A Great Beginning To Life-Long Learning

CHECKLI-

1. Small enrollment for a personal involvmcnt

ak, 2. Creative teachers with college degrees in
childhood development and elementary education
3. Low teacher-student ratio
4.Spacious classroom with six well equipped
activity centers
5. Abundant outside time featuring a coverd pavilion
6. Emphasis on kindergarten readiness using hands-on
experiences
7. Competitive Rates
8. Two, three or five day options
9. Preschool program hours: 7:30 am to 3:30 pm (After school program:
3:30 pm to 5:20 pm) included in price
10.Numerous extracurricular activities, plus art and dance lessons
ire you looking for a special early childhood
development program for your 3, 0, qr 5 year old? Then come to
The Chestnut Preschool for:
I A TOUR AND FREE INTRODUCTORY HALF DAY.I
Come to the school on 641 North and visit our teahers and staff.
Phone: (502) 753-6578 office, or (502) 489-2741 home

Your child's education is very

0
Dictionaries
CI Acturebacka

important to us. That is why we

CI Golden

by &neon,

carry • large inventory of educational
and enjoyment reading material to

Step
Ahead
Prekeisoai ar,"
re

CI Brain Quest
Se Ar
,

help your child learn and grow

Award

through their primary years.

Winning Boolca

Come by and see ..he many different
titles

wit have to offer-

READMORE
BOOK*CARD *

Chestnut MIL
Murray

F.

:•-••••
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•,

•
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The College of business and public affairs presented scholarship awards to
Murray State University students from Livingston Central, Lyon County,
Marshall County, Henry County, Calloway County and Murray High schools.
The 1995-96 recipients of the Doran Scholarship and the Peoples Bank of
Murray Scholarship are pictured with H. Glenn Doran, chief executive officer
and chairman of the board of Peoples Bank. (back row, from left) Leigh
Conger, Jennifer Baird, Brad Knight, Matthew Westphal, and Doran. (front
row from left) Lisa Clark, Elizabeth Harrington, Shawna Thompson,Tiffany N.
Brown and Leigha WO. Not pictured is Jensen Douglas.

711E
'

Murray-Calloway Homeschoolers joined Sue McNeary for a workshop on the
rain forest McNeary demonstrated how to wear Indonesian clothing and
native instruments, letting homeschoolers accompany Indonesian music.
McNeary explains to Hannah Reinhardt and John Harrison their role
as "hawks" in the food chain.

9

The department of family and consumer studies at Murray State University
recently presented a workshop on "Managing Child Nutrition" In the Curd
Auditorium of the Collins Center for industry and Technology. Dr. Sally
DuFord (far right), Interim department chair, presented the program to area
nutrition experts. (from left) Renee Waggoner and Rita Hille, both clinical
dieticians from Lourdes Hospital in Paducah, attended the session.

Cafe
Horse
Green

AL'
See
1-401
ocoe
1o5
thin
WOr
SWG

Ore:
Mur
489

Breakfast • Lunch • Dinner
•Chargrill Burgers & Steaks. Fish. Chicken. Pork Chops
•Daily Lunch & Dinner Specials ...rake Outs Available

Hours: Closed Mon.; Tues.-Th. 5:30-2 p.m.;
Fri.-Sat. 5:30-8 p.m.; Sun. 5:30-2 p.m.
Hwy 94E across from "Happy Holidays" • l'/2 miles from Murray • 759-9030

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES
Free Mount and
Computer Balance

New and Used
Lowest Prices

The Murray-Calloway Homeschooiers attend their first 4-H Woodworking
class which was held at B.A.S.I.C. hosted by Bob Warren. The Instructor was
Glen Warren. Pictured here are Ryan Lee, Josh Lindsey, and Jacob McKenzie
working with hammers. For more information on Homeschooling, call 7530717.

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. * 753-1111

Police chase down Rogers

TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES TIRES

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Insurance Agency
Ronnie Ross & Danny Ross
Office Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat. 9 a.m.-12 p.m.

753-0489

600 Main St.

Leaf Clean•Up
:=.,71 41+45,1w0)Service
753-5726
Maley Lawn & Landscape Service
Forget Those Rakes & Bags'
Our power blowers & vacuums do the job right and
get it done fast.

ir Success In Life...
bins With Confidence!
Martial Arts Help Develop Confidence For...
•I urself-to give ou the poser to make positive choices in life.
• Kimih Friensis-to hulld stronger relationships.
• leachers & Coaches-to beim(' a better student
te.m mcmher.

Call Now!

(502) 753-6111
•

1413 Olive Blvd. • Murra).

WACO, Ky. (AP) — An
unmarked police car pulled up
beside Glen Rogers as he was
sipping a beer and driving a car
that may belong to one of at least
four women he's suspected of
killing.
The smooth-talking drifter with
long blond hair and a beard threw
the can at the car — and the
chase was on.
Speeding at up to 100 mph,
Rogers led police through two
towns and ran around a roadblock
as an officer tried to shoot out
one of his tires. More than a halfdozen police cars eventually
forced Rogers off the highway
near rural Waco and into a field,
where he crashed and was
arrested.
"A lot of people around the
country can rest a lot better,"
said Capt. Charles Bowman of
the state police.
Rogers, 33, was interrogated
for about three hours by police
and the FBI, and taken to a jail in
Richmond. He was to be
arraigned today on endangerment
charges for the chase, and for
being a fugitive from justice.
Rogers was arrested after
police got an anonymous tip that
he was in the area. When asked
by a reporter if he had killed the
women, Rogers said "No" as he
was being pushed into a police
car.
Details of his extradition were
being worked out., Bowman said.
Rogers is suspected of strangling or stabbing at least four
women in California, Louisiana,

Exclusively
for folks as
young as 501

Mississippi and Florida in the
past two months.
Authorities believe he may
have committed three other killings in California. Rogers also is
wanted for questioning in the
death of a 73-year-old Ohio man
and former roommate whose
decomposed body was found last
year tied to a chair and wrapped
in a sheet in an abandoned cabin
that Rogers' family owns near
Beattyville, Ky.
The FBI said Rogers also fits
the description of a gunman who
robbed a bank Thursday in nearby Booneville. Authorities won't
say how much money was taken.
Rogers grew up in Hamilton,
Ohio, where he had a long arrest
record on charges such as assault
and arson. He is believed to have
moved to California in 1993.
He was said to be able to talk a
person into anything: a ride home
from a bar, a place to crash for a
few days or weeks, a woman's
affections.
"Oh, he's smooth," said
Detective Dan Pratt in Hamilton.
"Glen is very personable."
State police Detective Robert
Stephens said he spotted Rogers
after responding to the tip that he
was in the area.
"I pulled up beside him and
was able to get a look at him,"
Stephens said.
Rogers was drinking a beer and
threw it at Stephens' car, state
Trooper Ed Robinson said. The
15-mile chase ended about 40
miles southeast of Lexington.

Hundreds of area school children visited Murray State University's
International Bazaar, held recently In the Currls Center on campus. MSU
students from 30 foreign countries exhibited items from their homelands and
talked with visiting youngsters. The event is sponsored annually by the
International Student Organization and the Center for International Programs.

Unlbed Way
of
Murray-Calloway County

Take Time
To Care

HE

Hw

5
Set
Co

vac
Bill McCarthy (second from right), United Way campaign chairman, presents
a check to June VanderMolen, Adult Literacy Program director, while Chuck
Guthrie, Donna McCoy and Vonnie Hays (I to r) look on.

United Way provides funding
When new member agency applications for United Way funding
were due back in May, MurrayCalloway County Adult Literacy
Program's request was based on
anticipated cutbacks. There did not
appear to be any strong financial
need from United Way.
"Since that time, the literacy

Great Performances by Martin.

FREE CHECKING
MINIMUM BALANCE
'NO MONTHLY FEES
• FREE PERSONALIZED REPUBLIC CHECKS
'NO

AI 1444,4„ Hint 5e4ibi.G€41

IC
REPUBL
& Trust
BANKCompany

1201 Main Street
Murray, KY
759-1630
Open 6 Days a Week,
Saturdays 9-12!

Member FDIC
The Republu group ot hant, - Keutm kw mooted & proud of it!
nton• Bowling Green• Elizabethtown•Frankfort• Lesingtim • Louisville• Mayfield • Murray •Owensboro• l'aducah • Shelbyville

Available in LP or Natural Gas

Shown Alpha Gas Logs MS40

Alpha II vent-free gas logs by Martin Gas Products are great performers. They
have all thefeatures you love about a wood fire, without the work and expense.
Because they're thermostatically controlled, you can select the temperature you
want them to maintain. Alpha ll gas logs feature dual burners for beautiful,
rollingflames. They're also A GA.
design certified as vent-free gas heaters, and
they're rated an amazing 99.9% efficient! When you want a great performance,
you want Alpha II gas logs by Martin.

i
Mart n
PRODUC rs

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

Tualkeue.

753-2571

program has had major changes.
They have had to move to another
office and have incurred expenses
related to that," said Bob Hargrove,
United Way allocations and agency
relations committee chairman.
"They came back to us and asked for
a special grant to help them get
through the next few months until
they could reapply for membership."
At the United Way board of
directors meeting in September,
board members voted to give the
Adult Literacy Program $1,000 to
help them through this time.
"It is because of the generosity of
this community that we were able to
provide this assistance," Jack Bykowski, United Way board president said. "It is part of United
Way's strategic plan to work with
both member and non-member
agencies for the betterment of this
community. This can be done
through special funding opportunities such as this one or through other
kinds of resource development."
"We learned that over 6,000
people over the age of 18 in Calloway County do not have a high
school education," Bykowski continued. "Almost one-half of those
people have not completed the
eighth grade. We hope to see more
of these adults take advantage of the
services provided by the Adult
Literacy Program through this funding."
The Adult Literacy Program is
also trying to recruit volunteers to
serve as tutors in a one-to-one match
with students. Increased funding
will provide more training and
programs for better retention of
students and tutors.
For further information regarding
the Murray-Calloway County Adult
Literacy Program, please call 7591646.
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Classified
020

140

VCR
Microwave
Repair

WALLPAPER
CLEARANCE
SALE

All Brdnd3

PAINT PLUS

Ward Elkins
753-1713

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

HAIRCUTS $7 50 University Barber Shop, 105 N
16th St 753-1953

1995 NIEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
Insurance is now
standan/cd in 10
plans and we write
all I()
The part A deductible
you, or your "
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to S7I6 in
1995.
For more information
call:
NIcCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide

1-800-455-4199
"our 33rd year of sem tee-

060
Help
Wanted
ACCEPTING applications
at Dutch Essenhaus
753-2334
Asthma & Allergy Clinic
need energetic person for
position in the business of
hoe Insurance/Billing experience preferred Benefits provided Send resume
to RR 2 Box 39, Murray Ky
42071
BIG Apple Cafe in Puryear.
Tn is now hiring waitresses,
kitchen help & dishwashers. Apply in person
901-247-5798.
BOOKKEEPER for local
business Experience w/
computers required Send
resume w/references to
P 0 Box 1040 F, Murray,
Ky 42071
EXPERIENCED heating &
cooling ductwork installer
Paid holidays & vacation
435-4699

HALEY'S
‘
j'. Ugly Puck
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.

HOMEWORKERS to help
us in our business. Send
LSAE to Prime-Data,
381-ME Oak Dr, Buchanan
TN, 38222.
OTR Driver needed, CDL
with good MVR, prefer experience. Phone 759-4009

t

Anytime By Appointment

PART time sales assistant
20-25hrs per week
759-1600 after 3pm

502-759-1333
Service and Quality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete Indoor display for your privacy and year round convenience.

/ ALPINE
•flockrord*:641002.
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EARN up to $1000's
weekly processing mail.
Start now, no experience,
free supplies, information,
no obligation. Send self
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks, Dept 14,
3208-C East Colonial Dr.
No, 308, Orlando, Florida,
32803.

Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Fri. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m.
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YOUR
AD
COULD
BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed. $45,000 income
potential.
Call
1-800-513-4343 Ext. B8155.

Phone: 753-6910

s.
ICC

CARPET INSTALLERS
NEEDED: Western Kentucky location. 2 or more
years experience installing
residential carpet & vinyl,
tools furnished Benefits &
bonus program Send resume to Dept E, P 0 Box
490, Benton, Ky 42025
Equal Opportunity
Employer

EXCITING
opportunities
for medical office administrator. Health services experience preferred, but not
required. Good benefits,
salary cornmensurates w/
experience. Please send
resume to P,O,Box 271,
Benton.

MRental and Sales

its
ck

BOOKKEEPER Experienced with data entry, payroll. payables and receivables. 25-30 hours/week
Send resume to Business
Office, 1510 Chestnut St.
Murray No phone calls

918 S 12th • 7594979

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mens,
women, children Jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

210
Want
To Buy

Ncidoo

clarion

:
TCa ses
Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music

4IC AR. FR. "N. IL/ RC> 1114C30

Dixieland Center

753-0113

Business on
a Budget?
Run this 2x2 consistency ad in
Classifieds every day, including
the Shopper, for $175 a month
(paid in advance).

ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections 753 9433 day
or night
ANTIQUES Entire estates
or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
492-8646 days 753-1418
evenings
CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns, and pistols Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S 12th,
Murray
LITTLE Tyke big doll house
& accessories & easel
437-4931
WRECKED or Junk cars,
trucks, and all types scrap
metal & appliances
753-4133

A-FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
FIREWOOD for sale Call
436 5014 after 6pm or
leave a msg with name and
number
220
Musket
FENDER Seat, 6 string
with hard case & stand,
used very little, like new.
1yr old, 1350 753-2643,
3 00-10 00pm
240

Articles
For UN
1995 HOLIDAY Barbies
and other Barbie items
759-2557

FIBERGLASS underpin
rung sale As low as
$2 00/sheet & up Underpin
7200 SHARP copier, re- now! Save heat! Paschall's
mile from
duces & enlarges, Salvage,
Hazel, 498-8964
753-6069
'95 GT Performer, ridden 6
times, all chrome frame,
paid $310, asking $280.
759-1590.
CAR phone, video disc
player with movies, camcorder like new, his & hers
bikes. 753-0789
CULTURED Marble sinks
Big selection Paschall's
Salvage,
mile from
Hazel, 498-8964
JUST arrived' Trailer load
of salvage building material. First come, first served.
Bring truck. Paschall's Salvage, '/. mile from Hazel,
498-8964.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length.
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co 489-2722.
USED phone system, 6
line, 16 phone capable,
KSW w/8 phones, $290.
Call Micro Age, 753-7733
155
Appliances
108'x72' 3dr show model,
S.R.C. Refrigeration Call
753-1515 8am-5pm ask for
Wendle.
160
Home
Furnishings

SAFETY advisors.
$2150/per mo. Company BLACK twin over full, metal
will train, call Mon-Thurs. bunkbed with fullsize mat9am-1pm
only. tress, like new, $175
489-2218.
502-759-9130.
TEXAS REFINERY CORP. DINETTE set vi/4 chairs
needs mature person now English Oak & Hunter
in Murray area Regardless Green, $375 obo,
of training, wnte B. N. KING size waterbed, 6
Hopkins, Dept_ S-42071, drawer w/heater, $75.
Box 711, Ft. Worth, Tx 492-8238
76101.
LAYAWAY for Christmas!
WAITRESSES needed, New shipments just arapply at Eva's Country rived. We'll save you moKitchen Call 759-3136
ney on all your furniture and
bedding. See us before you
070
buy! Carraway Furniture,
Domestic
105 N 3rd, 753-1502
& Childcare
200
CALL Linda 759-9553 Will
Sports
clean home or office
ExItePreolt
WILL clean houses, refer- 12 GA °VFW &
under S.K.B
ences, reasonable rates 685 skeet,
5 chokes, dead
437-4064
mule recoil reducer, like
new, $1125. 753-2643,
WILL do house-cleaning
3-00-10:00prn
Call evenings, 4 till
474-2131
GUNS buy, sell or trade
436-5650
090
PosItkia
Wanted

Call 753-1916 for details.
•

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have an alternate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

GOING South for the
Winter! Need a Housesitter! Female Security Officer
available, non-smoker &
non-drinker, excellent references Call 759-2580,
leave a message

ANNOUNCING! POWERFUL NEW COMPUTERS
NOW BUILT IN MURRAY
FOR YOU. HAWKINS RESEARCH 1304-E CHESTNUT STREET, 753-7001
EPSON Equity One w/
printer & 7 software programs, $200/firm 489-2996
FREE 90 DAY 100% MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
ON YOUR NEW LOCALLY BUILT CUSTOM
COMPUTER. FOR FREE
DETAILS CALL HAWKINS RESEARCH AT
7S3-7001
LOCAL Murray BBS
753-6143 24hrs 767-0389
24hrs

Classified

•••••••••111.111,...0
,
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Houses
For Rent

3BR on the lake large Lail
ity. $14,000 354-8638

38R. 1',4 bath all electric,

NEW 1995, 16x80, 3+2,
has beautiful Island
Kitchen, sliding patio door
Compare at 623,900 Lakeland Quality Homes, Ben
ton, Ky Ph 502 527 5253
THE weather may be cold
but the deals are hot and
buying now before spring
will save you big bucks
Check out our homes and
prices New, 1995, 16x70,
3+2 with gas heat for
$21,900 Lakeland Quality
Homes Hwy 641 N Ben
ton, Ky

KILL WEEDS trim & edge
wound trees, landscape
beds, shrubs, sidewalks,
and dnveways with ENFORCER next day grass &
weed killers GUARANTEED' Available at Coast
to Coast, 604 N 12th St

280
Mobile
Homes For Rent
DOUBLE wide, 31r, 2 bath,
2 large living rooms, private
location 4 miles from town,
$375/mo 753-4212
SHADY Oaks - 2 or 31w,
electric or gas Walking (Its
lance to college 753 5209
TRAILER
753 9866

No

pets

2e5

1992- 14x72, 3BR, 2 bath
Call 753-0596 after 6pm

1,2,3BD apts Furnished,
very nice near MSU No
pets.
7 5 3 - 1 25 2
days,753-0606 after 5pm.

1996, 16x80, 3+2 with front 1BR, stove & refrigerator,
kitchen, all bedrooms carpet & mini-blinds, utilitogether, glamour bath, has ties furnished. 710Y1 Pop1 piece fiberglass shower lar, $290/mo. 759-1987.
and 54 inch fiberglass tub
1 OR 2br apts near downA real value for $27,500
Lakeland Quality Homes. town Murray. 753-4109
641 N, Benton, Ky
2BR,Older duplex, low utili527-5253.
ties, $275/mo. Lease & de1996, 3BR, 2Bath, 16x80 posit required. 753-9621.
Clarksdale by Belmont, de- APT on 4th St, $200/mo
livered and set with central Call 753-0472
air for only $21,900 Northgate Mobile Homes, Ben- BLOCK from water, good
ton, Ky. Also see our nice neighborhood, nice 2br.,
selection of Used Homes Duplex, $250. Water,
washer & dryer included.
1996 SECTIONAL Home Call 527-9639, HUD ok.
starting at ONLY $33,500
Delivered and set with cen- KENTUCKY Lake, Laketral air. Up to 30 years land Westly Village, lbr
financing with only 5% apartment, utilities indown to qualified buyers. cluded, rent based on inNorthgate Mobile Homes, come. 65 & older, or handiBenton, Ky. 502-527-1362, cap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502-354-8888

Chemical Manufacturer in Western
Kentucky area searching for a professional with 5-10 years experience minimum.Good knowledge of RCRA regulations required. Solid waste experience
preferred. Some exposure to Water and
Air regulations a plus. Competitive
salary and benefits. Send resume to:
P.O. Box 1040-G, Murray, KY 42071

Guidance Counselor - Elementary
School position for the 1995-1996 school
year.-Position is for 185 days per year .
Preference will be given to individuals
that can administer individual psychological assessments. Minority applicants
are encouraged to apply for this position.
Applications are available at the
following address:
Calloway County Board of Education
ATTN: Glenn Grubbs
P.O. Box 800
Murray, KY 42071
The Calloway County Board of Education
is an Equal Opportunity Employer.

• ••••••11.

LEASE only 1y, story,
newly redecorated, central
hla new appliances No
pets, references in country 753-4937. 8 5pm M-F

COMMERCIAL Property
Location, location, location 3BR, 2 bath brick home in
Price, price, price 2 Story, city, stove, refrig,
washer &
2500 sq ft per floor Retail, dryer. Immediate possesantique, offices on court sion Price $53,000
square City's best location, 753-3903, 759-4162
Paris,
Tn
Call
3BR duplex for sale
502-759-4713
753-7947

AKC Puppies, various
breeds Shots and vet
615 746-5355
BEAGLE pups Be ready
11/11/95 AKC Reg Black/
white Red/ white, Silver/
white 753-2605
CHOW puppies, AKC,
$150 502-376-2540
DOG obedience classes or
private. Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858
REGISTERED Pointer
puppies, great bloodline
Call 753-3966 nights
753-7435 days

10 ACRES with 12x55
trailer 437-3024
CUT the red tape by selling
your real estate at auction
For details call Wilson Realty 753-5086
GREAT investment opportunity, 2br Duplexes
436 5725
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley, state certified
759 4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Mein St

Houses
For Real
2BR. I bath in Murray.
$260/mo, plus damage de
posit No pets 759-1519

NEW 3br upper 70's, all
city utilities, outside aty limits 753 3672

CLASSIFIED

C & C
Nursery
•LANDSCAPI NG
•Mulching & Mulch Delivery
*Trimming & Fertilizing
*Tractor Work

753-2993

Best Home Center
Your Volume Dealer
8 Locations
Triple Wide $49,900
16x80, 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath $19,999
Prices include delivery & set-up.
Hwy. 641 South
Paris, TN

901-644-7155

Lake
Property
15 ACRES, near Ky Lake,
wooded, excellent for retirement, $17,500 Easy
terms, 759-1922

WeStVieW
NL/1.16 , NG

WANT to buy Lakefront
Property with or without
house
Call
1-800-484-8079, pins
1630, after 6pm
440
Lots
For Sale

BEAUTIFUL 2 acre
wooded lot, located near
Coles Campground, septic
tank, well, utility pole included Also has concrete
footers, good for trailer Call
753-1950 after 5pm

340

COUNTRY home , 3-4br, 2
acres, large garage beside
house, fenced back yard
nice neighborhood,
$39,000 753-4636 if no
answer leave message

VERY nice 31w, 2 bath brick
Ranch style home, located
in great neighborhood List
ing features, large fenced in
back yard, large bedrooms
& closets separate living
room & den combination,
4yr old central heat & air
unit Priced in lower 80s
Enjoy Christmas in your
new home Contact Kopperud Realty, 753 1222
MLS13000405

3BR, Living room, dining
room kitchen, bath 2 car
garage, in town, large lot,
$39,500 Price neg Inquire
618-451-1103

435

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1-2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm-4pm, Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

VERY nice 2br, Apt, central
heat & air. No pets, 641
South. 492-8634.

NEW home ready now 31w
2 bath master bath has
whirlpool 9tt ceilings. hard
wood floors, custom ca
binets, fireplace lots of
closets. 3000 sq ft in
Southwest Villa Subdivi
son Call now at 753 4873

3BR duplex for sale
753-5114

BEAUTIFUL building lots,
Coles Campground Rd,
25,000 sq ft , city water &
gas You pick at $6,500/ea
Mur-Cal Realty, 753-4444

NOW taking applications
tor Seam Slow rent housing. Apply -'in person at
Southside Manor, 906
Broad St Extended, between 8am- 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

NEW House, approx
acre, 31w, 3 bath util
ning, large kitchen gas
heat, city water Brick w'
pebble stone drive 2 car
attached garage, large
front porch & sidewalk
Owner assisted financing
Call 492 8898'office or
492 8873/hcxne

38R. 1y, baths, brick, new
central gas heat hardwood
floors Coleman RE,
753-9898
3BR, 1 bath, on 1 acre with
a 24x24 garage & an above
ground pool with deck.
$57,000 753-2519

ADORABLE Red Toy Poo
dle puppies, 3 females,
6wks old
$ 100/ea
759-2527

FOR SALE 2128 South
west Dr . in Southwest
Villa 5119 500 3 BR 2
baths 9 ceilings whirlpool
tub central gas heat over
head fans and many more
extras Call 753 0090
GATESBOROUGH home
3 bedrooms 2 baths
sunroorniceramic tile floor,
16 x24' recreation room
formal living dining hard
wood floors intercom sys
tem, 2 car enclosed gar
age fenced back yard
753-8093

CREEKVIEW Self storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20-$40/mo 759 4081

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 31w apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

NICE 2br Duplex, stove,
refrig & dishwasher,
washer/dryer hook-up,
central h/a No pets,
S400/mo, plus deposit
Available Dec 1st
753-1953 days. 753-0870
nights

SOUTHWEST area 14
acre building lots, each with
200ft road frontage. restricted, $12,500
435-4548 after 5pm

11 25 ACRES 3 ml west o
Murray. 40x40 building
Price reduced, 753-7581
after 5pm

Hobe*
Noma Lots For Rent

MOBILE Home Village
$80/mo, water furnished
RAPID KILUNG POWER! Coleman RE 753 9898
ENFORCER 20 second
Roach Killer kills bugs in
their tracks' Effective for 60
days GUARANTEED'
Murray True Value Hardware & Auto, Northside COMMERCIAL building
917 Coldwater Rd
Shopping Center
$325/mo 753-6069
270
UPSTAIRS office space
Mobile
Located Downtown. $95,
Homes For Sale
$1758 $575 Size of rooms
vary. Some whvindows In12x56, 1981 2BR, 1 Bath
cludes all utilities
gas furnace, partially fern
ished $6500. Must be 753-1266
moved
347-4980, MINI-Storage units now
759-1059
available Various sizes
12x65 3BR, Completely set Call now or come by Neon
up on rented lot, $2250 Beach Tanning Salon &
Storage Rental, 812 Whit
Call 753-6012
nell behind Bel-Aire Cen12x70 FLEETWOO-D ter 753 3853
trailer, 2 or 3br, new carpet
& vinyl, new front deck, in NORTHWOOD Storage
Riviera Cts, $5000 Financ- presently has units available
753-2905 or
ing Avail Call 492-8238
753-7536
14x70 MOBILE home, 2br,
2 bath, central h/a, nice RETAIL or Office Space in
shady lot, 12 miles from S Side Shopping Center
Murray, For more info, call 753-4509 or 753 6612
618-382-3231
or
618-382-2496
1974, 12x60, 2BR, 1'4
Bath, needs work, $2,000
obo 436-2190

Lots
For Sale

RENTAL space now available East Side Boat & Mini
Storage 759-9835

Miscellaneous
2 CEMETARY plots in Murray Memorial Gardens, in
the Masonic section
492-8626

150

A.10

Mobile
Homes For Sale

Firewood

ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGER

Pate Effective AprIl 1, 1995

gd"*".601~awesekesimirea-40--*—

270

Nursing Assistant
West View nursing home is a supenor rated, 174
bed Medicare cerbfed nursing facility affiliated with
Murray-Calloway County Hospital The nursing
assistant is responsible for providing quality
resident care
Diploma of GED, Nurse Aide certification preferred but not required Cerbted nurse aide training
program available
West View offers competitive salary and excellent benefits, including health and life insurance
and paid vacation, holidays, and sick days
Full-time positions are available on the 3-11 and
7-3 shifts
Please apply in person or contact
Gwen Pruitt, Staff Development
502 753 1304
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET MURRAY

KENTUCKY 42071

Fisher-Price
In response to existing employment opportunities, applications are now
being accepted for production operator positions on the following shifts:
• 12 hour fixed (fixed noon to midnight and midnight to noon work
schedules with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (fixed 7 a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 3:30 p.m. to midnight work
schedules Monday thru Friday)
Starting pay rates are $5.59 for 12 how work schedules and $5.30 for 8
hour. Positions leading to regular full-time employment include a
comprehensive benefit package.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers,
please contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray. KY 42071
759-2150
An Equal opporommy Employer- WF/13N
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

sao

530

1.%

I

1990 YAMAHA PW nee
back tire great X Mas girt
$650 Call 753-7331

4

Offered

listareyeles

92 R1A- 125 Race Tec Sus
pension, 2 pipes. new
chain, tires, sprockets
handlebars, etc $1920
obo 759-1590
HONDA Big Red good
condition, $1400
753-0062

'84- 50 LITER rebuilt en
gine & transmission, $800
obo
PRO Street 302. Ford mo
tor, fresh, complete all
good parts, must sell
753 3852 leave message

Is I
A 1 Tree professionals
Stump removal tree spray
mg, serving Murray. Calla
way County since 1980
Free estimates 436-2247
or 492-8737

ALL carpentry 15,fra OXP
foundations slabs, sidewalks, driveways, bueding6,
remodeling. repairs. AGC
certified 489-2214
ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056.

A and A Lamb's gutter
cleaning, leaf raking.
mulching, hauling, tree APPLIANCE REPAIRS
trimming, mowing Free es- Factory trained by 3 major
timates 436-5791, manufacturers All work
436-2528.
and parts warranted Ask
AFFORDABLE Quality tor Andy at The Appliance
Service you'll be proud of. Works, 753-2455
Building, remodeling, roof- APPLIANCE SERVICE
ing, vinyl siding, porches Kenmore, Westinghouse,
and decks Speaaling in Whirlpool 30+ years excustom woodwork Free perience. BOBBY
estimates Call 759-4441. HOPPER, 436-5848.
ALL wound hauling, iunk BACKHOE SERVICE.
dean up, mulching, raking, BRENT ALLEN septic tank
tree work Reasonable installation, repair, replacerates, Joe 436-2867
ment. 759-1515.
LICENSED for electric and PLUMBING repairs, fast
gas 753-7203
service 436-5255

1972 CHEVROLET, 2dr
Custom Impala, mechani
cal cond very good $1,000
obo 1000 Olive St
753-0196
1976 CHEV Malibu
Classic, 2dr coupe, good
body, runs but needs engine work, $200 See at
17th & Farmer or call after
5pm 753-9320

4

Services
Offered

Swiss*
Of;sred

1979 OLDS 98 Regency,
all of the options, everything. Michelin tires, plush
inside and out,$1,750 Hwy
94 east at the 20 mile
marker Call 753-2079
anytime.
1981 OLDS Cutlass LS,
good engine, good
trans.good transportation.
502-753-5561

•

1984 HONDA Prelude,
Sap, good condition, $1650
obo 753-8743
1988 HONDA Prelude SI,
black, loaded, $3750
436-2778
1989 OLDS 88, 4dr. air, all
power, locally owned, extra
dean, new tees. $2950
759-1922
1991 LUMINA Euro Sport,
loaded, 51xxx miles, sharp,
$7500 527-5241
1993 DODGE Dynasty LE,
33 L V6, loaded, new tires,
62xxx mi, excellent condition, $9,000 obo 753-0444
'83 BUICK Regal, $2200
obo 767-0513
'89 GRAND Am, burgandy,
2dr, quad 4, $4200
753-8093

Quality Service
Free Estimates
24 Hour Service
Landscaping
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying

Tree Trimming
Tree Removal
Stump Removal
Cleanup Service
Light Hailing, Etc.
Tree Service
Full Lim of
Equipsnent

BACKHOE Service, cornplate foundations, septic
systems R H.Nesbia, Construction Phone 492-8516,
pager 762-7221

158 GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE. carpentry, painting, electrical, siding, other
LEWIS EXTERIOR &
maint
apt.
CLEANING Houses mo- (502)436-2819 fax or
vinyl
&
brick
bile homes,
modem avail.
buildings, R V 's, sidew
alks Free Estimates OUT of work painter looking for work 15 Years ex502-753-6490
perience, all work guaraninSEAMLESS gutters
teed No job to big or small.
stalled, residential or com- references furnished Rea
mercial, Serval Gutter Co sonable rates Call Joe,
753-6433
502-436-2296 after 5pm
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full KITCHEN CABINET REline of equipment Free es
FACING Make your old
amines Day or night
new again with Formica All
753-5484
colors, free estimates
THE Gutter Co Seamless Wultf's Recovery. Murray,
aluminum gutters, variety KY 436-5560
of colors Licensed, in•
sured. Estimate available
WOOD VCR- repairing
759-4690.
VCR's, camcorders, microWALTER'S Contracting, waves, Mon-Fn,9-12, 1-5.
Gerald Waiters, owner. Free estimates 753-0530
Vinyl siding, painting, ZEBS VCR Repair- free
decks, additions, roofing, estimates, cleaning $15,
20yrs experience, free esti- average repair, $30
mates. 753-2592.
753-3557.
WE do additions, roofing,
560
siding, remodeling. For free
Five
estimates talk to David at
Column
436-5043.

BOB'S Plumbing Repair &
Carpentry Service Decks,
porches patios, and remodeling All work guaranteed
436-5832 or
753-1134.
BUSHHOGGING. Gardens
plowed, disked, driveways
graded. Milt Jones
437-4030.
CARPET & Upholstery
cleaning, $25.00 per room.
Free deodorizing
436-2654.
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks. Special SIZE* for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc. Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 759-4664.

COUNTERTOPS, custom.
Homes, trailers, offices.
Wulff's Recovery. Murray.
436-5560.

LEE'S CARPET CLEANNO Carpet & Furniture
cleaning Free estimates
753-5827

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic sys- LAMB Brother Home Imtems, 354-8161 after 4pm, provements, remodeling,
Horace Sholar.
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates. 436-2269.
sercleaning
DAVID'S
vices. We clean vinyl, brick, LAMB Brothers Tree Serdrive ways, sidewalks, mo- vice,stump removal,spraybile homes. R.V. 759-4734. ing. Licensed & insured,
estimates.
Free
DRYWALL, finishing, re2 - 4 36 - 5 7 4 4 ,
0
5
pairs, additions and blow1-800-548-5262
ing ceilings. 753-4761.
ELECTRICAL new, rewire, •

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

Custom
CABINETS
WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your

LAMB'S Tree trimming.
stump remove/ & light hauling 436-2269.

COOKSEY'S PLUMBING
New Installation- RepairReplacement. 436-2667.

Ownied & Operated By IBA LAMB
Licensed & Insured

Specifications!

FREE to good home: Twin
kittens, long haired, gray &
very loving_ Call 759-1424
after 3pm.
570
Wonted
LOOKING for a place to cut
firewood. 767-0513

repair, replace. Licensed,
reasonable. fast. Call
474-8636.

•Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
*Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
•Solid Surface Counter Tops

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORIUNG

FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white,
grey. 492-8488.

502-759-9672
630 N. 4th SL bleat to Lessner Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOUTHERN WALL SYSTEMS. INC.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen & Bath Cabinets

GUTTERS cleaned and repaired. No job to small.
753-5762.

We have been your custom builder in the
past. We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs. In addition to
custom building, we can now take care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind or
water damage or replace your roofing.

LONG Life, repair leaks,
rod sink lines main lines
Same day service
436-2654

BACKHOE Service - ROY
HILL. Septic system, driveways, hauling, foundations,
etc. 750-4664.

HANDYMAN Co. roofing,
siding, remodeling and
home repair. 474-8621.

DE
ing

court
tern
past
hard
somi
Iron

Lot Sizes Are Ideal - Select 4 to 10 Acres

DESIGN YOUR OWN LOT
Trees, Rolling, Flat, Main Road Frontage
or Off Highway
2rilUIY031
C
g1
Loretta Jobe Realtors

that
thei
the
torn:

sup
old ;
bee

E
•

*City & County
Coverage
*Farm Owner
*Home Owner
*Auto
*Life *Blue Cross
*Retirement
*Business
*Long Term Care

BEI
RE•
EX(

Agency Manager. Ray T. Broach: Agent, Bob Corneltaon

753-4703

310 South 4th St.
Murray, Ky.

• Drop by and see our showroom
400 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Broad)
753 5940

11:115
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HOROSCOPES

AM/FM CD Player

1229.95
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TODAY'S CHILDREN are unflinchingly honest with themselves and
others. However, these perfectionists are unlikely to welcome criticism. It is
.- i.ati•ka-4W.i.-iiaiMMONO/altraniSaaiVail8SIMARNittig
their own high standards that concern them, not someone else's expectations. Wise parents will see that these intense youngsters get plenty of
1411r
healthful exercise.
Bad Credit
gambling should be avoided. ExerNo Credit
,HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
self-discipline.
cise
LIFE:
YOUR
NEXT YEAR OF
Auto Dealer will
Specializing In Custom Kitchen Cabtriets & Vanities
a
earn
and
accolades
new
win
.Yu
(Sept. 23-Oct. 22): A
LIBRA
Cabinets Need A New Look?
arrange financheavily on your
Rely
promotion.
bargain-hunting. Pay
for
day
good
Let us give your existing cabinets a facelift.
ing, even if you
intuition where career and financial
more attention to the advice of
new cabinet look without having
that
Get
have been turned
matters are concerned. Your special
financial experts. Revising the famito pay that new cabinet price.
down elsewhere.
services and talents will be in
ly budget will relieve a temporary
rear Lk Your Meassorents-Wiri & Tb Sul Tote Nada'
Lay-A-Way Now For Christmas
greater demand early in 19%. Keep
money crunch.
Loans for bankGun Cabinets & Entertainment Centers
your passport up to date. Travel is
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
rupt,bad credit or
OPEN MON.-FRI. 9-5
favored next spring. Wonderful
weekend or evening
Attending
no credit. No
Unfinished Oak Furniture
financial luck means more creature
classes could boost your earning
753-0961
co-signers necescomforts. At work, show respect for
power. Enlist family members'
1.11LY1/
T1 .41/11Tillilkai
F
sary.
other viewpoinsts. A special friendcooperation. A secret relationship
ship could culminate in marriage.
needs careful nurturing.
Call Ron
Follow your heart.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
Mon.-Tues. 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
CONCRETE • REPAIR • RESTORATION
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
21): Additional income is linked to
Wed. 8 am.- 12 p.m.
Driveway - Walkway - Patio - Pool Deck
THIS DAY: artist Georgia
your helping others. Telephone calls
Sat. 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Patching - Coatings (25 colors) - Waterproofing
O'Keefe, actor Ed Asner, poet Maribring good luck. Any high-tech skills
anne Moore, conductor Daniel
at 75.1-2222.
you possess can be put to good use:
CRACKS Sealed Permanently - Free Estimates*
Barenboim.
An influential person is impressed.
Expansion Joints Installed - 10 Yr. Warranty
ARIES (March 21-April 19):
Attend a social affair tonight.
RESTORE your DRIVEWAY - Local References
,195
Remain flexible: others are counting
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
1-800-700-9464
on your versatility. Expect the unex19): Think about expanding your
Vass
pected. A move to another city or
business or sphere of influence. A
co
THE
state is possible. The value of your new relationship looks promising
1985 RAISED roof Chevy
property will increase if you deco- despite a rocky beginning. End a
Van, customized wiall the
Since 1973
rate or renovate.
extras 1 Owner van wilots
family squabble by playing the role
Serving Western KY and West TN
of miles but well cared for
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): of peacemaker. Get several bids if
Call Bill at 753-1222 days if
Gracious words or acts will benefit
pondering hOme improvements.
you are looking for a good
you in unanticipated ways. Discuss
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
family
spacious
on
deal
financial problems with experts, Favorable trends enhance your
any
vehicle
then follow their advice. A chance image. The financial outlook will
1988 DODGE Caravan SE,
meeting could lead to exciting busi- soon brighten. Keep a closer watch
Coostructioir
Burgundy, running boards,
ness or social developments.
on everyday spending. Investigate
excellent condition, p/vr, pit,
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): the needs of someone who suddenly
Custom Home Building * All
V6, tinted windows, $5500
Being more tactful will ease a tense changes their pattern of behavior.
obo. 492-8707.
situation. Family members now have
Types of Roofing * Additions
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
greater influence on the decisions Steer clear of secret transactions
* Remodeling * Patios *
you make. Meet deadlines on time to proposed by friends. Although your
Decks * Siding
protect your professional standing.
neighbors may not be interested.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): community activities appeal to
15
Year
Free
Experience
Estimates
1988 CHEVY Scottsdale,
Work assignments grow more diffi- many. Take steps to alleviate a teen350.auto,swb, p/s, p/b, a/c,
but rich rewards are forthcoming. ager's worries. Romance keeps you
cult
Phone
489-2934
aft & cruise control, 120,xxx
A clear focus will increase efficiency guessing. Play a waiting game.
mr, $6500 753-8341
and boost profits. A timely call moves
1989 CHEVY, 4x4, 350
you closer to realizing a dream.
rasp Call 492-8103
AYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Work
- NO DOWN PAYMENT 1994 CHEVY red Saverado
could be strenuous today. TeamExt cab, loaded, 18xxx ml,
work may be difficult to achieve. At
warranted till 9/28/96.
social events, you dazzle others with
7537185. your wit and charm. Visits and trips
HUNTERS Special, 1968
will be successful. Let your hair
Ford Bronco 4x4, 302,3sp,
this evening.
down
manual, 78xxx actual ml,
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221: Pay
$3000 498-8903
you can get them anymore attention to the needs of your
Price reduced$54,900 is your ticket to an
where, but we cart give
romantic
partner
and
family.
Help
unbelievable 1555 sq. ft. BRICK home.
510
you thatfinishing touch.
nip
in
gossip
the
by
bud
not
repeatgreat
28'
baths,
full
Three bedrooms, 2
ing it. All forms of speculation and
Manicures
$13
Campers
room, eat-in kitchen, large master suite,
29 FT Airstream, new invaulted ceiling,fireplace, central heat &
side, rear bath 753-0114
air and many more amenities. Custom
built on crawl space. Garage, basement
lits. Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-5p.m.
530
After Hours By Appointment Only
and other options available.
IlenrIces
FREE Estimates: 753-8343

Rebecca Landolt
753-1492 or 753-0425

KENTUCKY
FARM BUREAU
INSURANCE
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Bruce Green
BuiWing Contractors, Inc.
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While Supplies
Last!
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12 Disc CD Changer
W/FM Modulator

S399•95

* We are the ONLY Authorized
J.V.C. Dealer in Murray
Professional Installation
Available

(
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* 35 Years in Business.

WORLD OF SOUND
"As Always a Working Man's Friend"

Hours:
M-F 9-5
SAT. 10-3
MC/VS • 753-5865 • 222 S. 12th • Murra3,
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Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
stump removal, tree spraying, hedge trimming, landscaping, mulchhauling &
mulch spreading, gutter
cleaning Licensed & insured, Full line of equipment, Free estimates Tim
438-5744.
Lamb
1400-5484282..

Now Offering A
t00%
Mosey-Bark
Gearsatee.
Ask For Details

CYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
of America
WOO iloass Vera
MO Punkas*

of Garage

Model Available: 502-554-3267
Or 24 Hz/Day Call 800•589-3802

SIGNS
Billboards Banners - Vinyl Lettering
Screen Printing 'Caps - T-Shirts Jackets
toto ADVENTISM SPECIAL TES SHOWROOM

BUSINESS PRINTING
Business Cards - Letterheeds - Envelopes
Rubber Stamps - Labels - invitations
615 S. lath Si.
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PRESCRiPTION FOR A GOOD NIGHFS SLEEP
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Full

Queen Set

Set

Twin Set

$199 949 $109
Introductory Price

introductory Price

EXPRESS

Offered

..
Are You Looking For,Comfort? .
A Good Night's Rest?

.
Je

Ask

The Finishing
Touch

About Our Full Replactimitnt

Introductory

Price

Warranty
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DAILY COMICS

District Farm Bureau King and
Queen at a meeting at Murray
State University School Auditorium. They will represent the First
District at the state convention
Dec. 11 at Louisville.
Calloway County High School
Speech and Debate Team won
first place sweepstakes honors at
Trigg County Invitational
Tournament.
Bill Boston, Murray High
School senior, was first place
winner in the fifth annual Chemistry Scholarship Tournament on
Nov. 8 at Murray State
University.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Dennis Franklin
Burkeen, Oct. 31, and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foley, Nov. 5.
Thirty years ago
Pvt. Joe El Fulcher is now
serving with the Armed Forces in
Germany after finishing training
at Fort Bliss, Texas.
Murray State College Head
Basketball Coach Cal Luther
spoke at a meeting of Murray
Rotary Club at Murray Woman's
Club House. He was introduced
by Nat Ryan Hughes.

Tea years ago
Calloway County Fiscal Court
appointed Bill Bailey, Sherwood
Pous, Johnny McCage and James
P. (Happy) Bynum to the
Murray-Calloway County Park
Board.
Ken Bucy of Rt. I. Hazel,
achieved a 300 game in bowling
at Corvette Lanes, the first one
since the Lanes opened in 1959,
according to a published story
and picture about Bucy, wriuen
by Sports Editor Jim Rector.
Recent births reported include
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Rick Boggess, Oct. 31; a boy to Terry and
Madeline Hendrickson, a boy to
Jeffrey and Shelly Windsor, and a
boy to Kenny and Debbie Usher,
Nov. 8; a girl to Wayne and Donna Jones, Nov. 9.
Mr. and Mrs. William Gerald
Paschall were married 25 years
Nov. 13.
Twenty years ago
Krit Stubblefield, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Joe Stubblefield,
and Sandra Stark, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Stark, both
seniors at Calloway County High
School, were crowned as First
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RIGHT. TIME_
MID-AV VIRROON TO KICK BACK
VOR A LITTLE
...SI_ESTA AND

By The Associated Press
Today in History
Today is Tuesday, Nov. 14, the 318th day of 1995. There are 47
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
In 1969, Apollo 12 blasted off for the moon from Cape Kennedy.
In 1972, the Dow Jones Industrial Average closed above the 1.000
level for the first time, ending the day at 1,003.16.
Ten years ago: President Reagan delivered a nationally broadcast
speech in which he previewed his upcoming Geneva summit with
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev as "a mission for peace."
Five years ago: President Bush told congressional leaders he had no
immediate plans to go to war in the Persian Gulf. British commentator
Malcolm Muggeridge died in Sussex, England, at age 87. Simon and
Schuster announced it had dropped plans to publish the controversial
Bret Easton Ellis novel "American Psycho."

PLAS DINNER
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know them in a general way.

South dealer.
East-West vulnerable.

Declarer put this knowledge to

good use in today's deal. West led

CATHY
A STORE Fat. Of EXERCISE
EQUIPMENT HERE...
A STORE FULL Of GIANT
MufFtN6 -THERE

644961 MESS
1.-111

the K-A of hearts and declarer ruffed
with the spade three.There was now
only one correct play for South to
make, and he made it. He led the
seven of spades!
East won with the nine, but his
next play did not matter. Whatever
he returned, South would score 11
tricks. The most bothersome lead, a
heart, could be ruffed in dummy,
after which South would return to
his hand with a club, draw trumps
and claim the balance.
Now let's suppose that South

Q6
• K QJ 9 7 5
Q63

t
•

AL_

rev-177-T

Atio
41
'
4Piert

FROM
TWO
POWERFUL
TRENDS,
ONE
AWESOME
NEW
SILHOUETTE...

EAST
4109
J 97 4 2
+63
K J 52

WEST
J 86 2
V AK 1053
•8 4
+ 109

SOUTH
•A K Q 7 3
8
• A 102
4A 874
The bidding:
North East
South West
Pass
2•
Pass
1
4
Pass
3+
Opening lead — king of hearts.

had cashed the A-K-Q of spades after ruffing the heart at trick two. In
that case, he would go down two
against proper defense. The 4-2
trump division would prove fatal.
The lead of the seven of trumps
from the A-K-Q-7 at trick three is
virtually certain to make the contract if the trumps are divided 3-3 or
4-2. These divisions offer an 84 percent chance of success, while drawing trumps in the hope offinding a 33split offers only a 36 percentchance
of success.
One way, declarer is a 5-to-1 favorite; the other way, he is a 2-1
underdog.The proper choice is clear
— if you know a thing or two about
the odds.

Most bridge players spurn mathematical niceties — and they are

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
HEY,MIKE!LOE:VE..HEM)OF
AN OPEN wog POUCY -BUT
WITH THE No Dcoft

Dr. James M. Byrn of Murray
attended a day-long seminar
recently at Louisville.
Murray High School Tigers
lost 14 to 13 in a football game
with Glasgow High School Scotties. Glasgow became regional
champion with the win.
Mrs. Vivian Farris was program chairman for Baptist
Women's Day of Prayer held by
WMS of Hazel Baptist Church on
Nov. 5.
Forty years ago
Approximately S250 worth of
items were taken from Provine's
Drug Store in Hazel sometime
the night of Nov. 12, according to
Calloway County Sheriff Brigham Futrell.
William D. Medearis, minister
of Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ, is participating in the
32nd annual lectureship at Harding College, Searcy, Ark.
Judy Grogan. Glenda McNutt,
Brenda Wilson, Barthela Jo
Wrather, Peggy Wilson, Eddie
Huie and Carolyn Wood are
officers of the newly organized
4-H club at Murray Training
School.
Twenty-four students from
Calloway County are enrolled for
the fall semester at the University
of Kentucky. Lexington.

CONTRACT BRIDGE
NORTH
4 54

ANOTHER NEW Cr',111 HERE...
ANOTHER NEW CrOURMET
BAKERY THERE ...

wise to do so. Mathematics seldom
has enough bearing on the game to
justify intensive study. But the fact
that six cards in a suit will divide 33 36 percent of the time, and 4-2 48
percent of the time, should not be
entirely ignored.
When you combine these figures,
you find that the suit will divide 3-3
or 4-2 84 percent of the time. You
don't have to remember these percentages exactly, but it is helpful to

CROSSWORDS
to horse
39 Harvests
41 Babylonian
deity
42 One of Liz
Taylor's
husbands
43 Candle
45 The —
Squad"
46 More fragile
48 Lustrous
51 Ms Allan
52 Type size
54 Victory
symbol
55 — King Cole
56 Long cloaks
57 — — glance

1 Jump on one
foot
4 Model Banks
namesakes
9 Tibetan
gazelle
12-Cloth
measure
13 Summarize
14 Netherlands
commune
15 Grassy area
17 Tournament
divisions
19 — Edison
20 — Haute
21 "Don't — on
My Parade"
23 "Old
Dominion"
st (abbr )
24 Heron
27 Including
28 Instance
30 Simple
31 Former NY
mayor Onits.)
32 Lett out
34 Pottier ID
35 Japanese
aborigine
37 Raveltngs

11 u4'
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PLEASE,J1.15T FOR ONCE, NO
BOOING
TONIGHT,
OKAY?

MALLARD FILLMORE
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1 Dress border
2 Bullring cry
3 Serene
4 Disney film
5 Evergreen
shrub
6 Culp ID
7 Swiss river
8 Primitive
reproductive
body
4

3

Answer to Previous Puzzle
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DEAR ABBY: I feel compelled to
write to the stay-at-home morn who

felt overworked. underappreciated
and suffocated. I know how she
feels.1 'have four small children
under 5 years old. and I haven't had
a "day off' since the first one was

born.
Many people think I'm lucky
because I don't "have to work."
Staying at home with children us
work. My husband looks forward to
the weekends, when he doesn't have

to work, and just when I think I'll
have him around to help, he decides
to go golfing, because he needs to
relax after working all week.
My sisters have commented that
I used to be fun and funny. It's hard
to be quick-witted when you're up
all night with a new baby, then up
again at dawn with the other kids.
As a single-income family, we
can't afford to hire help or baby sitters. But your column helped me.
After I wrote you this letter. I
showed it iand the letter in your column) to my husband. He agreed I
needed a "sanity day," and he's
planning to stay home with the kids

one day next week. I'm going to
dress up and go to lunch with my
sisters. Thanks, Abby, for my first
day off.
STRESSED AT HOME IN PA.
DEAR STRESSED: I'm glad
to help. I hope you and your
husband make your "sanity
day" a regular occurrence.
Read on for another letter with
a different take:
DEAR ABBY: I just read the letter from "Not OK Kaye," the stayat-home mom who said her only
relief from full-time motherhood is

her part-time job.
My problem is exactly the opposite. I have to work outside the
home. I wish I could be home more
often with my two young children. I
feel like they are being raised by day care. I hate dragging them out
of the house when it's barely light,
and not seeing them until it is dark
again.

doing laundry, vacuuming and
errands — a week's worth of housework in two days.
I'd do anything to be home more
and watch my children play and
grow. I wish I were in Kaye's shoes.
HOMEMAKER WANNABE

HOMEMAKER
DEAR
WANNABE: In today's economy,

with the need for two incomes,
many families share your
plight. Fortunately, employers
are becoming more sympathetic
to working parents.
In order to allow employees
to spend more time with their
families, some employers offer
11-14 1995 United Feature Syndicate "flex-time": employees can
character
arrange their work schedules in
9 Species
22 -Four
groups
different ways (such as four 10Weddings
10 Unusual
hour days with three days off,
and a
11 Roman
work from home part of the
- Funeral"
bronze
day, etc.). Perhaps your compaactress
16 •— Juan
ny would consider such a plan.
23 Colorado ski
DeMarco"
resort
18 Forced
ass
Ancient

13

12

DEAR ABBY

My house goes unattended all
week, so my weekends are spent

38 Command

ACROSS

I

13

LOOKING BACK

DR. GOTT

25

14. 1995

47
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chariot
26 Like some
school
reports
28 Roman 900
29 Small stove
32 Tea type
33 Latin
coniunction
36 Swimming
38 Lady —
40 Thrusting
weapon
42 Youngster
44 Therefore
(Latin)
45 Ms. West,
et al.
46 Pale
47 Spanish
queen
48 Fern_ holy
person
49 "The —"
(Bullock film)
50 Affirmative
word
53 Hebrew
month

DEAR ABBY: In a recent letter
to you, "Another Texan" said, "A
man once wrote that if he owned
Hell and Texas, he would rent out
Texas and live in Hell."
The man who said it was Gen.
Philip Henry Sheridan 11831-881, in
a speech at Fort Clark, Texas, in
1855.
While Texans may not want to
remember Gen. Sheridan, we
Chicagoans have memorialized him
in the names of(among others/ Fort
Sheridan, Sheridan Road and Philip
H. Sheridan School. A statue of
Sheridan on his horse stands just
off Lake Shore Drive at Belmont
Avenue near the south end -of Sheri-

dan Road.
CHICAGO READER
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Walter Paul Sorenson

,

Walter Paul Sorenson, 54, Rt. 6, Murray, died Monday, Nov. 13.
1995 at Veterans Administration Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.
An Army veteran of the Vietnam War, he was a self-employed
truck driver.
Born Oct. 28, 1941, in Portland, Ore., he was the son of the late
Walter Peter Sorenson and Caroline Sorenson.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Lacy DeYnn, and one son,
Paul Travis Sorenson, both of Rt. 6, Murray.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home will be in charge of arrangements.

Mrs. Peggy Bynum Redden
Mrs. Peggy Bynum Redden, 58, Memphis, Tenn., formerly of Murray, died Monday, Nov. 13, 1995, at Baptist Central Hospital,
Memphis.
Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home of Murray will have
charge of funeral and burial arrangements.

Cheryl Renee Lambert
Funeral rites for Cheryl Renee Lambert were today at 10:30 a.m. in
the chapel of Marshall Funeral Home, Dublin, Ind. Burial was in Zion
Lutheran Cemetery, Pershing, Ind.
Miss Lambert, 23, Dublin, Ind., died unexpectedly Friday, Nov. 10,
1995..
She was a 1991 graduate of Lincoln High School, and had lived all
her life in Cambridge City and Dublin, Ind. Born March 7, 1972, in
Connersville, lnd., she was the daughter of William (Pete) and Brenda
Harper Lambert.
Survivors include her parents, Mr. and Mrs. William (Pete) Lambert, and one brother, Gary Lambert, all of Almo, Ky.; one sister,
Mrs. Michele Underhill and husband, Donald, Dexter, Ky; her maternal grandmother, Ethel Harper, Dubre, Ky.; special friends, Mike,
Christopher and Kristina Kuhn, Dublin; several nieces, nephews,
aunts, uncles and cousins.

Mrs. Susie Robinson

•

The funeral for Mrs. Susie Robinson will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Boyd Funeral Home, Salem. The Rev. Jerry Thurman will
officiate. Burial will follow in Old Salem Cemetery there.
Mrs. Robinson, 85, Burna, died Saturday, Nov. 11, 1995, at 10:05
p.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
Survivors include her husband, Robert J. Robinson; one daughter,
Mrs. Louzane Wentworth, Burna; three sirters, Mrs. Nancy Ruth
Sheeley, Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Karnell Clouser, Clarksville, Tenn., and
Mrs. Willodean Walker, Lynn Grove; one brother, John Hutchens,
Benton; three grandchildren, Pamela Buford, Micheal Wentworth and
Matthew Wentworth.

State police report shooting
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
The Kentucky State Police
reported a drive-by shooting in
Mayfield Monday that occurred
around 9:30 p.m.
David McAlpin, 19, and
Michael P. Hayes, 19, both of
Mayfield, were driving on 15th
Street in Mayfield when a late
1970s model white pickup truck
with Missouri license plates
pulled behind their vehicle and
shot at them.
KSP reports were unclear as to
who was operating the vehicle.

Reports said the weapon was a
12-gauge shotgun and the vehicle
was struck in the rear.
The pickup truck then followed
the two men onto the Purchase
Parkway and pulled alongside
their vehicle and shot through the
rear of the vehicle again.
The two men drove to a convenience store outside of Mayfield
at Le-eder Bottoms and called the
state police. No arrests were
made in the incident.
The Graves County Sheriff's
Department had no comment and
a state police investigation is
continuing.

•Bridge...
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FROM PAGE 1
loway County has had some rainfall almost every other day since
Nov. 1.
"We're the last firm to work
on the bridge and we're supposed
to wave a magic wand and complete it just like that.
"I want to look on the bright
side and think that we can have it
open this year. But unless we
have a good month, it may not
happen," Emerine said.
Emerine Construction was
scheduled to begin its portion of
the bridge work in July but was
delayed by the Kyler Bridge
Company of Cadiz.
The Kyler firm was contracted
by the state to do the construction
work. Emerine was subcontracted
by Kyler.
Owner David Kyler said his
company ran into soil and other
problems which caused the
bridge to have to be completely
redesigned.
"I'm frustrated with the weather we've been having," Kyler
said. "Not only does the weather
have to be dry to work in, but the
dirt must be dry before it can be
put down. With the kind of ranfall we've been having, that dirt
is pretty wet."
If the bridge remains closed all
winter, Seargent said it could
hamper traffic movement around
the city.
"It will be an unexpected
inconvenience (if closed through
the winter),". Seargent said.
The city street department,
located off Fourth Street on
Andrus Drive, uses the bridge'to

bypass in-town traffic from
Chestnut and Fourth streets. Having the bridge closed is causing
city trucks to use the already congested area around Chestnut
Street.
According to a survey conducted by the Kentucky Department of Transportation in the
summer of 1994, the area of
Fourth Street around the Bee
Creek bridge handles an average
of 6,576 vehicles in a 24-hour
period.
"Not to have that road open to
us for another six months will
cause some headaches. But
there's nothing we can do about
it," Seargent said.
Seargent said Fourth Street, as
well as Chestnut Street is a stateowned road. Any construction
done on these two roads must be
done by the state.
On a recent trip to Murray,
Kentucky Transportaion Secretary Don Kelly was asked about
the Bee Creek project.
"He told me he was very disappointed that it was not completed
by now," Mayor Bill Cherry said.
"He said he would look into the
situation when he got back to
Frankfort and see what he could
do."
According to Emerine, the
north end of the bridge is ready
to be paved and the company is
ready to complete the project.
"We're ready to work on
weekends and do whatever we
have to do to get it done," he
said. "December is usually one of
our better months, so just'assoon
as the weather breaks, we'll get
out there."
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Mrs. Opal Ruth Emerine, 91, South 15th Street, Murray, died Sunday, Nov. 12. 1995, at 9 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Joe Emerine, died in 1976. Also preceding her in
death were one son, Joe Emerine, one granddaughter, Christine
McCuiston Murdock, and two sisters, Mrs. Mary Shouse and Mrs.
Maude Head. Born June 30, 1904, in Livingston County, she was the
daughter of the late William J. Parker and Adelia Veid Parker.
Mrs. Emerine was a retired school teacher having taught for 37
years in Livingston. Calloway and Graves counties. She was a member of First Baptist Church, Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the
Eastern Star, Homemakers Club, Retired Teachers Association, and
Quilters Club.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Mary Ruth McCuiston and
husband, Bob, Rt. 5, Murray; two sons, Ralph Emerine and wife,
Alice, Rt. 1, Murray, and Mark Emerine and wife, Lois, Sikeston,
Mo.; 13 grandchildren; nine great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home. The Rev. Jerry Norsworthy and the
Rev. Terry Garvin will officiate. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 5 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Mrs. Troyce Carpenter
Mrs. Troyce Carpenter, 56, Kevil, died Monday, Nov. 13, 1995, at
9:05 a.m. at Western Baptist Hospital, Paducah.
She was a member of Mt. Pleasant Baptist Church, Kevil. Preceding
her in death were her parents, Vanus T. Carpenter and Wealthie Geralds Carpenter, and three brothers.
Survivors include her husband, N.L. Carpenter; one daughter, Mrs.
Phyllis Gibbs, LaCenter, three sons, Larry Farlee, Clinton, Rick Farlee, Paducah, and Buddy Dowdy, Murray; three stepsons, Freddie and
Nickie Carpent, Kevil, and Jackie Carpenter, Murray; two sisters, Mrs.
Helen Doyle, Morgantown, Ind., and Mrs. Creta Sturgeon, Cave City;
four brothers, Clinton Isenberg, New Ross, Ind., Potter Isenberg,
Rockville, Ind., Leroy Dickerson, Maine, and Douglas Dickerson,
Indianapolis, Ind.; seven grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Morrow
Funeral Home, LaCenter. The Rev. Larry Vanhook and the Rev. Mills
Boldry will officiate. Burial will follow in Mt. Pleasant Cemetery
there.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hospice and American
Cancer Society.

East Main • 753-5606

HEARING AID SALE
Custom Made-In The Ear

HEARING AIDS
With This Coupon

$495"

Mrs. Sarah Bagwell Walker Rydberg, 85, Riverview, Mich., formerly of Graves County, died Monday, Nov. 13, 1995, at 7:24 a.m. at
Courtyard Manor, Wixom, Mich.
She was preceded in death by her first husband, E.F. Walker; her
second husband, Carl Rydberg; one sister, Mrs. Mary Coleman; four
brothers, Samuel, Ralph, Noten, and Ben F. Bagwell.
Mrs. Rydberg was a member of Lone Oak United Methodist
Church.
Survivors include several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Byrn
Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Dan Tilly will officiate. Burial
will follow in Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Willie Maud Paris
Mrs. Willie Maud Paris, 82, Sturgis, died Monday, Nov. 13, 1995,
at 4 p.m. at a hospital there.
She was the widow of Charles G. Pans.
•••
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Jane Hall, Murray; three sons,
Don Paris, Soley, Ala., and Bill Paris and Charlie Paris, Sturgis; 10
grandchildren including Jon Mark Hall and Bethany Hall Lawrence;
six great-grandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. at First Baptist Church,
Sturgis.
Friends may call at Whitsell Funeral Home, Sturgis, from 4 to 9
p.m. today (Tuesday) and after 9 a.m. Wednesday at the church.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Old Bethel Cemetery
Fund, c/o First Kentucky Bank of Sturgis.

Reg. Price $545.00

Not Valid With Any Other Offers
This Coupon Offer Expires 11-30-95

• Finest Professional Service
• Batteries/Repairs All Makes
• In Home Testing Available
Call Today For Your Free Test!

(502) 753-8055
Founded 1876

STONE-LANG CO.
206 South 4th - Murray

SUFFER FROM INSOMNIA?

We are now studying an investigational medication for

the treatment of insomnia. Receive a free
evaluation for treatment with this
medication by calling the number listed below. If you
qualify, all study related exams, evaluations and
medications are provided free of charge. This is
confidential and there are no third party billings.

753-5732
Four Rivers Clinical Research, Inc.
100 N. 6th Street, Murray, KY
"Putting the future to the test"

Mrs. Reva Wyatt
Services for Mrs. Reva Wyatt were Monday at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Byrn Funeral Home, Mayfield. The Rev. Ray Provow and the Rev.
Alvin York officiate.
Pallbearers were Ray Warmath, Keith Pritchard, Dip Cates, Jeff
Wyatt, Scott Young, and Tom Nance, active; Herbert Doran, Boyce
Bell, James Henson, Kenneth Wyatt, Robert Wyatt and Ralph Whitlow, honorary. Burial was in Highland Park Cemetery, Mayfield.
Mrs. Wyatt, 70, Sedalia Road, Mayfield, died Saturday, Nov. 11,
1995, at 9:20 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Preceding her in death were her parents, Julius W. Johnson and
Fannie Evans Johnson; three sisters, Mrs. Mildred Hacker, Mrs. Evelyn Paschall and Mrs. Bonnie Johnson; three brothers, Henry David
Johnson, Lewis Johnson and J.W. Johnson.
Survivors include her husband, Gerald D. Wyatt; one daughter,
Mrs. Annabel W. Hawkins, Farmington; two sons, Bobby G. Wyatt
and eddie L. Wyatt, Mayfield; one sister, Mrs. Joyce Vaughn, and one
brother, Elmer Johnson, McMinnville, Tenn.; three grandchildren.

Frigidaire
Undercounter Dishwasher
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Lyons Is a market maker In this slack.
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:Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
(502) 753-3366

HIWARD
LYONS

536.11-27.0

Only
299
FDB212RBM
• Energy-saving air dry option
• 4 wash cycles
• Push button/dial controls
• Soft food disposer
• Available in white, black or almond

90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY

Court Square - Murray
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Mrs. Sarah Walker Rydberg

$71 1111-11.04
b21-.44-11.40
S21.14-34.-14
b36.44-31.46

Iwo 134.4046.11

Holland Tire Co.

Mrs. Opal Ruth Emerine
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